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THE UNIVERSITY OFROCHESTER V. PFIZER,t;.C. Ill- ~.:t:};
SUMMARY ..., I } 'a.J

The University of Rochester is the owner ofU.S Patent Number 6,048,850 (the '850
patent), which claims methods of treating pain, inflammation and other diseases in humans by
selectively inhibiting an enzyme known as Cox-2 over a different enzyme, Cox-I, The '850
patent describes the inventors' discovery of Cox-2, and their discovery that Cox-2 is linked to
inflammation, The patent sets forth experiments showing that Cox-2 is inhibited by traditional
non-steroidal anti-inflanuna~oQ',,\lillg§L~~bID§dLaJJJ1JllJ\tQj~re!lJJ'\~;SAlDc!hinhi!:>itC,9&2,10,... '.::;:;1:::. ' .... ·······:dTfferent:degrees.jlie:~8.50.patent.sho:WsthilttiilditionilLNSAIDs •..aIso·.iIlhibitGox=t;.and:thll.th.. ..•.•....
is this illhibition of Cox-l that leads to NSAIDs' side effects, like ulcers and bleeding. Finally,
the '850 patent discloses tests that permit scientists to identify compounds that selectively inhibit
Cox-2 - i.e., illhibit Cox-2 much more than Cox-I.

In April of 2000, the University filed a lawsuit against Pfizer for infringement of the '850
patent; Pfizer manufactures selective Cox-2 inhibitors such as Cdebrex®. On February 13,
2004, a panel of the United States Court ofAppeals for the Federal Circuit ruled that the '850 1
patenl~ invalid fo~ Qlilure to meet the judicially-creat~"written descripti~n"require!p.~t. .
Ignoring the sworn declarations of two experts In ihe Ileld opining that tEe claimed method of
treatment was sufficiently described to skilled scientists (the persons for whom patents are I'
written), the panel held that bec~hejl~ate~tdoes not disclose the precise chemic!ll I'/
formula of a cQ:mPU\llld ulieful ill the claimed !ill'1bJ:uUb~.enti§..il).valid~ .._

On July 2, 2004, asharply divided Federal Circuit denied Rochester's petition for
~h\t..arin,g by the full ~urt. The aemaI prompted 40 pages of opinions from the judge's,including
strong dissents. The dissenters, citing a schism in the Federal Circuit regarding the existence of,
and standard for compliance with, the written description requirement, urged resolution by the
full Federal Circuit or the United States Supreme Court. The University is now appealing to the
United States Supreme Court.

If allowed to stand, the Rochester decision will constitute a fundamental shift in patent (~
law. It changes the balance between prote.ctiQlLQf.b.asi&.J:l:SMr£hand I1rotection of commercial -r----
l2!"od.upts, eViSC;;;:i:1n&t!I~r()tecti':J.nsJor th~ fO~~~.fldi~sti~ting.r:per sepre~erencefor!he .
~. The Federal Circuit decision--which IS not limited to biotechnology, but IS of general
application--puts the determination of patent worthiness in the hands ofjudges and disregards the
viewpoint of skilled scientists, placing a multitude ofuniversitY.J2!!tents at ri§k._

II. THE ROCHESTER DECISION WILL HAVE A NEGATIVE IMPACT ON
UNIVERSITIES, RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS, INNOVATION, AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH

A. U.S. Policy Supports Basic Research And Patent Protection In Order To
Encourage Innovation And Technology Transfer

The rise of the American research university is without question one of the most
important developments of the latter half of the twentieth century. Modern research universities
grew out of the partnership between the federal government and universities fashioned in the
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aftermath of World War II. Following the war, increased federal funding of research
accompanied the creation of federal agencies dedicated to the support of science and technology,
notably the National Science Foundation ("NSF"), the National Institutes of Health ("NIH") and
the Department of Energy's Office of Science (the successor agency to the U.S, Atomic Energy
Commission). The mission of these federal agencieshas since evolved to focus on supporting
research requiring a long timeline to commercialization.

The extraordinary success of this government-university partnership in stimulating and
sustaining basic research enabled U.S. corporations to focus their in-house research on applied

~.._~~~.=.~,~J212it!tg~g4JJ];QliP!l(;tsfQ~~I~1\'rms;QllUllel:!<i~izati91l=TJri~~a&bene:fited'£mnpanies.- _.. . ..
..•.,.. "economically"butthe,arrangement"can,only,advance.long-term·U$"economicoQj!l¢yes·if.:;

universities and corporations forge their own commercialization partnersliip:---
_.-----~~-_._... --..__ . . .~'- ,--

The Bayh-Dole Act uses the patent system to achieve these goals. Under the Act,
ownership of discoveries and inventions arising out of federally-funded research is vested in the
institutions carrying out the research. Such institutions can obtain patents on newly-discovered
technology, and exclusively license those patents to the private sector. The Act thus provides
incentives to universities to patent and market their inventions, and incentives to industry (via
exclusive rights to new technology) to invest in and commercialize early-stage technology.

The Bayh-Dole Act of 1980 was designed to foster such a partnership, and thereby
stimulate U.S. innovation and bring new technologies to the public. It was recognized that
innovative breakthroughs were frequently the product of federally-funded university research;
although universities were well-suited to accomplish such basic research, private industry was
best-suited to commercialize these new technologies. The goal of the Bayh-Dole Act was to
effectuate the tr.an~fer of pioneering breakthroughs resulting from basic research to!gduStrj,

, wb1£!} would.!loJTIIri~~ci~ize1I:ietechllology andbringnewproductsto market. .. "

The Bayh-Dole Act has sparked an unparalleled blossoming of innovation and economic
growth. In 1980 there were only 25 universities engaged in technology transfer; there are now.
more than 200. Today, universities file thousands ofpatent applications and are awarded
thousands of patents each year. Respondents to the annual survey carried out by the Association
of University Technology Managers ("AUTM") reported that in 1999 alone, nearly 4,000
university licensing agreements were executed. In 2000 that number increased to 4,300, and in
2002 it exceeded 4,600. Since the passage of the Act, over 2,200 new companies and start-ups
have been formed around federally-funded scientific inventions, and some 260,000 jobs have
been created. Furthermore, between 1998 and 2002, over 2,000 new products resulting from
academic research were made available to the public. Technology transfer activities are
estimated to contribute about $40 billion annually to the U.S. economy.

B. The Rochester Decision Changes the Standard For The Patentability
of Innovation

The Rochester decision marks a fundamental shift in the types ofinnovation that the law
recognizes as patentable, and has far-reaching implications for the continued vitality of the Bayh
Dole paradigm. Previously, p~ntable inventions included those innovations that inventors had
not put into ractice but had descnbed III a way that ermltted skilled sCIentists to make e
tliem with only routine effort. Rochester makes clear that, at least III t e chemical arts (and
'- ~- -----
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pe~s), before an innovation can be patented, it must actually be made or practiced by
t#e inventors

Prior to Rochester, it was understood that a court assessing the adequacy of an
inventi n's description inust do so from the view point ot skiHed sCIentIsts III the ffeld to which
~ventionpertallls. his is ~ an s ou e- very ac a eXlllIuniItion of the invention, th
art, and the understmiding an~uage of skilled scientists. Here, the University described"its
methods of treatment in the language of hiocherrnsts and rn'olecular biologists -- the University
described a novel drug target, its link to inflammation, demonstrated how to inhibit the target,

~;C" .. ""ll1l~J)royide~1?ater~als an~,in~trll<:ti()nsforidllntifyMIc&JJ1~,fu!£m!lJJRJ.l1!dS }J1eJdAblc!:&JJ¥ CC .. c.. . .

,::!~, ' .,........provideda.groundbreaking...blueprint.thathas..been..used..again..and:again.bythe,pharmaceutical.....~,.,········ .
illilustry. But instead of examltilIlg" cheiJllivCIsit, 's disclosure III ligIit of what someone skilled

''in th;medical field would learn from it, the court ruled that the patent was facially invalid,
because it ailed to include the precise formula of a com ound useful in the claimed methods. ;if
The court never as ed whether sue a c enucal formula was nee e y ose scientis s w 0

practice the University's invention, and, more critically, ignored expert testimony that said such
formulas were not needed. In effect, the court said that it was not enough for university
scientists to discover a novel enzyme, describe its contribution to health and disease, teach the
benefi.lts to patients of drugs that would selectively inhibit this enzyme, and teach how to makeal
new generation of such drugs. lnsti<w' :the court ruled as a matter of law that univel],ity~

~ 11~~entists must now develop an<f[ommercialize the drugs themselves. '~?f" •
The net result of the Rochester decision is a rule of patentability that undermines the

policy foundations of the Bayh-Dole Act. The Bayh-Dole model uses the patent system to
effectuate the transfer of early-stage technology to the public. The Rochester decision, however,
eliminates the ability of universities and research institutions to obtain patents on early-stage
technology founded upon basic research. This in turn eliminates the primary jncentiYe for
industry to invest in and undertake commercial development of basic inventions - the prospect of
exclusive rights to the technology. Absent industry investment in new technologies resulting
from university research, the Bayh-Dole paradigm breaks down.

C. The Rochester Decision Forces Universities To Engage In Costly,
Inappropriate Commercial Development

The Rochester decision holds that in order to obtain a patent, universities must engage in
commercial development far beyond that contemplated by Bayh-Dole. For example, biologists
and doctors will continue to create essential, life saving inventions, and will de~cribe those
inventions in a way that permits scientists in industry to make and practice their inventions. TheI
Rochester decision, however, denies such biologists and doctors patents - even though they may c' ..It:1
identify the cornerstone of their discipline -- until the undertake a drug discovery program. ~

Under the Bayh-Dole paradigm, such an effort is within e provrnce 0 pnva e III ustry, w c.
can most efficiently commercialize inventions. Requiring university laboratories to engage in
such commercial development results in a break-down of the Bayh-Dole paradigm and frustrates
the policies behind it.

~
Even if a university is able to secure a patent to early-stage technology founded on basic

search, licensing the patent will prove difficult as those in industry who would normally seek a
license will have little confidence that the patent would survive a validity challenge. Moreover,
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following Rochester, industry giants will be emboldened to force universities to engage in costly
court battles to defend the validity ofpatents founded upon basic research.

Whether (I) universities elect not to engage in commercial development, or (2) industry
refuses to take a license to patents founded on basic research, universities will be deprived of a
royalty streamstemming from basic inventions, a revenue stream upon which universities rely to
fund additional research into new technologies.

D. The Rochester Decision Weakens the Tripartite Partnership Among the

While Bayh-Dole has proven successful at fueling technology transfer and reinforcing the
tripartite partnership among the government, universities, and industry, this productive
partnership and the Act itself is now being undermined by the increased cost ofpatenting
university-owned intellectual property and the expense of defending the validity of these patents
once they are issued.

Moreover-the Rochester decision impliedly favors the commercial partner over
universities which engage in fundamental research. In so doing, the Rochester decision thus
disrupts the balanced relationship between government, universities and industry, because it
undercuts the interaction between public and private research which allows the public to receive
the benefits of innovative science sooner.

But there is another danger as welL The rise of research universities has made advanced
technical education in the U.S. the worldwide option of choice in science disciplines. The
outcome has been beneficial both to the U.S., where many of these very talented scientists have
emigrated after earning their degrees, and to the nations from which these students originated,
since those who returned home jump-started national technical industries. However, the net
result is win-win only if the U.S. continues to maintain the vitality of the government-university
industry partnership that has helped create the world's largest economy. Ill-considered
decisions, such as the one reached in Rochester, have grave implications for American research.
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Reres, Barbara A.

From: Drew Days [drew.days@yale.eduJ

Sent: Monday, Augusl23, 200411:17 AM

To: Bayh, Birch

Subject: I"wd: Summary of UR and Bayh Dole_v1.DOC

Dear Senator Bayh:
L " ... " c.cc I"elljoyeclcverymuclY"ourreleplionecconversatroIFlasrWeelFabouFtlleUiiiversilYofROCl1e"stef

·lJilSe:·Tllfm]{-youveryffiucliTorliilangm57can: "AS-rmentlonea[o youthen~th~ UiiIversIi:Y·i';·~ ·c 
preparing to file a petition for certiorari at the end of September seeking Supreme Court review of
the Federal Circuit's recent unfavorable ruling. I think that an amicus brief from you ( and Senator
Dole, ifpossible) urging the Court to grant review, in light of the impact of the Circuit Court's
decision on the research regime established by the Bayh -Dole Act, would be of great assistance to
my client, the University, and to the Court. Such a briefwould not necessarily have to take a
position on the merits-valthough that would be most welcome-- but could merely help us convince
the Supreme Court that the case is "cert-worthy." Such a brief would have to be filed toward the
end of October. I have included, as promised, an attachment to this message that should give you a
general sense of what the litigation is about and of the potential consequences of its resolution for
Bayh-Dole, I also promised to provide you with information about what pharmaceutical or other
business concerns are involved in this controversy. Pfizer is the named defendant but Monsanto
and Pharrnacia were involved with the development of Celebrex, the drug at the heart of this
dispute. Both of these companies have merged into Pfizer, except that Monsanto still has a separate
agriculture company. I hope that this material is helpful to you in considering my request. Please
feel free, however, to contact me should you desire additional information.

Sincerely,
Drew S. Days, III
Of Counsel
Morrison & Foerster LLP

~1D

;,:1"

1) 1~ rQ1
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" r .) q
1" .".',':, r f",
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LEXSEE 2004 U.S. APP. LEXIS 13784

UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER, Plaintiff-AppeUant, v. G.D. SEARLE & CO., INC.,
MONSANTO COMPANY, PIIARMACIA CORPORATION, and PFIZER INC.,

Defendants-Appellees.

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE FEDERAL CIRCmT

375 F.3d 1303; 2004 US. App. LEXIS 13784; 71 US.P.Q.2D (RNA) 1545

July 2, 2004, Decided

PRIOR mSTORY: [**IJ Appealed from: United
States District Court for the Western District ofNew York.
Judge David G. Larimer. Univ. of Rochester v, G.D.
Searle & c«, 358 Fo3d 916,2004 US. App. LEXIS 2458
(Fed. Cir., 2004)

DISPOSITION: Petition for rehearing and rehearing, en
bane, denied.

COUNSEL: Gerald P. Dodson, Morrison & Foerster,
LLP, of Palo Alto, California, filed a petition for
rehearing for plaintiff-appellant. With him on the petition
were Emily A. Evans, Erica D. Wilson and Erik J. Olson.

Gerald Sobel, Kaye Scholer LLP, of New York, New
York, filed an opposition to the petition for
defendants-appellees. With him on the opposition were
Richard G. Greco, Sylvia M. Becker and Daniel L.
Reisner. Of counsel on the opposition was Robert L.
Baechtold, Fitzpatrick, Cella, Harper & Scinto, of New
York, New York.

Daniel J. Furniss, Townsend and Townsend and Crew
LLP, of Palo Alto, California, filed an arnici curiae brief
for The Regents of the University of California, et al.
With him on the briefwere Susan M. Spaeth and Madison
C. Jellins,

JUDGES: NEWMAN, Circuit Judge, dissents in a
separate opinion. RADER, Circuit Judge, with whom
GAJARSA and LINN, Circuit Judges, join, dissents in a
separate opinion. LINN, Circuit Judge, with whom
RADER and GAJARSA, Circuit Judges, join, dissents ill
a separate opinion. LOURIE, Circuit Judge, concurs in a

separate opinion. [**2] DYK, Circnit Jndge, concurs in a
separate opinion.

OPINION:

[*1303) ON PETITION FOR REHEARING EN
BANC

ORDER

A petition for rehearing en bane was filed by the
Appellant, and a response thereto was invited by the court
and filed by the Appellees nl .

nl The Regents of the University of
California, et al. filed an amici curiae brief.

This matter was referred first as a petition for
rehearing to the merits panel that heard this appeal.
Thereafter, the petition for rehearing en bane, response,
and the amici curiae brief were referred to the circuit
judges who are authorized to request a poll whether to
rehear the appeal en bane. A poll was requested, taken,
and failed.

Upon consideration thereof,

IT IS ORDERED THAT:

[*1304J (1) The petition for rehearing is denied.

(2) The petition for rehearing en banc is denied.

NEW~1AN, Circuit Judge, dissents in a separate
opinion.

LOURIE, Circnit Judge, concurs in a separate
opinion.
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claims that were broadeued in scope during reexaruination
in violation of [*1306] 35 U.S.C § 305, which is
analogous to section 132).

The separate writteu descriptiou requirement poses ...
uo couflict with the role of the claims. It is weII
established that the specification teaches au inventiou,
whereas the claims defiue the right to exclude. SRIInt'l v.
Matsushita Elec. Corp. ofAm., 775 F.2d 1107,1121 n.14
(Fed. Gir. 1985). While clairus must be supported by the

-~__""riTI~!!:::,g~§,£E!EB~m;_:'lli~',Jif!,~!"£,2P!em,~",,m~"s;~ii1it~£~r:!!iAL,~,:,:~~::~,~,;.~~,~:~.
is not in the claims. The writteu description contains au
elucidation of various aspects of an invention as well as
material that is necessary for enablement. Moreover, the
written description often contains material that an
applicaut intended to clairu that has been rejected in
examination. Thus, the written description and the claims
do not duplicate each other.

The fact, if it is a fact, that written description has
only been relied upou in recent years as a grouud of
invalidity does not remove that requirement from the
statute. [**6) Legal holdings arise wheu they do because
litigauts raise them aud courts have to decide them.
Contrary to what has been asserted, the interpretation of
the statute as containing a separate written description
requiremeut did not originate with LiIIy. See Vas-Catk Inc.
v. Mahurkar, 935 F.2d 1555 (Fed. Cir. 1991); .Inrre
Ruschig, 54 CCP.A. 1551, 379 F.2d990 (CCPA 1967). It
has always been there. And if a particnlar scope of clairu
has not been sustained by the courts for failure to comply
with the written description requiremeut, it is because the
applicaut did not describe, aud presumably did not invent,
the subject matter of the scope sought.

Moreover, it is not correct, as has been asserted, that
our decisious, particularly Regents ofthe Univ. ofCal. v.
Eli Lilly & Co., 119 F.3d 1559 (Fed. Cir. 1997), have
created a "heightened" written description requirement for
biotechnology inventions. We have applied the written
description requirement to cases that are not in the fields
of chemistry or biotechnology. See, e.g., In re Curtis, 354
F.3d 1347 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (deutal floss); Tronzo v.
Biomet, Inc., 156 F.3d 1154 (Fed. Cir. 1998) [**7)
(artificial hip sockets); Gentry Gallery, Inc. v. Berkiine
Corp., 134 F.3d 1473 (Fed. Cir. 1998) (sectional sofas);
Lockwood v. Am. Airlines, Inc., J07F.3d 1565 (Fed Cir.
1997) (automated sales terminals); Vas-Cath (double
lumen catheters). The statute is the same for all types of
inventions, although it may be applied differently, based
on the technology and what is known by one of ordinary
skill in the art at the time an invention was mack. Indeed.
Rochester's claimed invention at issue in thcr-ccscnt case
is not biotechnological. Although the inventors apparently
coutemplated that the tools of biotechnology would be
used to determine whether a given drug is a COX·2
inhibitor insofar as the specification of the '850 patent

CONCURBY: LOURlli; DYK

CONCUR: LOURlli, Circuit Judge, concurring.

I concur in the decision of the court not to rehear this
case en bane, just as previously the court also declined to
hear a written description case en bane. See Enzo Biochem,
Inc. v. Gen-Probe, Inc., 323 F.3d 956, 970·75 (Fed. Cir.
2002). That is because this case was properly decided
based ou one ofthe grounds relied on by the district court
in invalidating the Rochester patent, see Univ. of
Rochesterv. G.D. Searle & Co., 358 F.3d 916 (Fed. a-.
2004), the analysis of which will not be repeated here.

Contrary to the assertions of the appeIIant, certain
amici, and some of the dissenters, there is and always has
been a separate written description requirement in the
patent law. The requirement to describe one's invention is
basic to the patent law, and every patent draftsman knows
that he or she must describe 1**4] a client's invention
indepeudently of the ueed to euable one skilled in the
relevaut art to make aud use the invention. The
specification then must also describe how to make and use
the invention (i.e., enable it), but that is a different task.

The requirements ofthe statute cannot be swept away
by claiming that it relates only to priority issues or that the
prohibition on introduction ofnew matter takes care ofthe
need for a written description. The statute does not
contain a limitation that it pertains only to priority issues.
Moreover, the prohibition on introduction of new matter
(35 US.C § 132) is not a substitute for the written
description requirement. Section 282 of the Patent Act
lists as a defense to an infringement action invalidity
arising from a failure to comply with a requirement of
section 112 ofthe Act, which includes written description.
In contrast, the new matter provision, section 132, appears
in a provision entitled "Notice of rejection;
reexamination. II Failure to comply with that section is not
expressly listed in the statute as an invalidity defense to
infringement, although we have held that the unsupported
claims are invalid. [**51 See, e.g., Quantum Corp. v.
Rodime, PLe, 65 F.3d 1577 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (invalidating

July 2, 2004
Date

RADER, Circuit Judge, with whom GAJARSA and
LINN, Circuit Judges, join, dissents in [**3] a separate
opinion.

LINN, Circuit Judge, with whom RADERaud
GAJARSA, Circuit Judges, join, disseuts in a separate
opinion.

DYK, Circuit Judge, concurs in a separate opinion.

T~e mandat~ of the.c0llrt ",i11isslleon JulyJ1,.2004. . .
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I fully share Judge Lourie's understanding of the law.
The continuing attack on well-established and heretofore
unchallenged decisions such as Vas-Calli Inc. v.
Mahuvkor. 935 F2d 1555, 1563 (Fed. Cir. 1991) ("we
hereby reaffirm, that 35 US.C § J !2,first paragraph ,
requires a 'written description of the invention' which is
separate and distinct from the enablement requirement")
and earlier cases such as In re Ruschig, 54 C.C.P.A. 1551,
379 F2d 990 (CCPA 1967) (written description is one of
three distinct requirements under 35 u.s.c § .II J) 21
is not only unwarranted, bur is disruptive of the
with which this court is charged. Ifprecedent has become
obsolete or inapplicable, vv'e should resolve the mauer as a
court and again speak with one voice.

DISSENTBY: NEWMAN Linn; RADER

DISSENT: NEWMAN, Circuit Judge, dissenting from
the denial ofrehearing en bane.

I respectfully dissent from the court's decision not to
resolve en bane the burgeoning couilict in
pronouncements of this court concerning the written
description and enablement requirements of the Patent
Act. This question has been promoted from simple
semantics into a fundamental couilict concerning patent
scope and the support needed to claim biological products.
The appropriate forum is now the en bane tribunal, not
continuing debate in panel opinions applying divergent
law.

DYK, Circuit [**10] Judge, concurring in the court's
decision not to hear the case en bane.

III sum, Tconcur in the decision of the court not to
rehear this case en banco Our precedent is clear and
consistent and necessitates no revision of written
description law.

As for the proposition that an original [**9] clainI is
part of the written description, that is clear. See In re
Gardner, 475 F.2d 1389, 1391 (CCPA 1973). However,
the issue may still remain in a given case, especially with
regard to generic claims, whether an original claim
conveys that one has possession of and thus has invented
species sufficient to constitute the genus. Thus, the fact
that a statement of an invention is in an original claim
does not necessarily end all inquiry as to the satisfaction
of the written description requirement. See Enzo, 323
F.3d at 968·69 ("Regardless whether the claim appears in
the original specification and is thus supported by the
specification as of the filing date, § 112, P 1 is not
necesso-ilv met. If a purported description of an
invention does not meet the requirements of the statute,
the fact that it appears as an original claim or in the
specification does not save it. A claim does 110t become
more descriptive by its repetition, or its longevity.").

describes how to make cell lines that express one or the
other of COX-I and COX-2, that method is claimed in
another patent. The claims ofthis patent are all directed to In' th . f h th 35 USC § 112
hanna ti al th ds ~ I ti I inhibitin my VIew e question 0 weer . . .peen cllle.{). c. .l()f se ec ve y 1 g a . _. .' . .

natural process in the human body. That is not what one contains a wntten description reqmrement(separate from

n1
~ t bi t hn I the enablement requrrement) does not ment en bane

commo y rerers 0 as 10 ec oogy. . F th ~ rth i th I' . dreview. or e reasons set -,:0 ill e pane opimonan
It has been noted that genes can be described by their in Judge Lourie's opinion concurring in the denial of en

informational function, not just by structure or physical bane review, I think it is clear that the statute contains
I=.~. ....~§,L'HI1.e111ic.a.JRroRerti~s, ~l1dc tIlat acless~rwritt~n .. such a re8uir~Ulent:aBRlicabl~ l10thin the c(mtexto~

....g"s9Iipfj911.!lli!Y.1l.".~.g"9.!!~1"tIl!!!!jS.I"qWI,,!!f9I9th"I pIj9Ijty~l1gy~!!gity.!!isl'!!t~s,J!ltlljsl'."Iti.9.!!I.~...2.~s~ 111~~ .. w ••.•• w······

types of inventions. Maybe so. Technology progresses, failure to satisfy that requirement was not even a close
and what one skilled in the art would read from a case. The appellant simply did not invent, much less
particular disclosure may change. The PTO has now describe, what was claimed.
provided guidelines that help to guide applicants in M t db' h h Id t

. thei ttl' ti Yvo e to enyen aue review, owever, S ou noprepanng err pa en app lea tons. _.. .
be taken as an endorsement of our existmg wntten

It is obviously correct that genes convey information description jurisprudence. In my view we have yet to
(e.g., to make other nucleic [*1307] acids or to encode articulate satisfactory standards that can be applied to all
particular proteins). That fact does not serve to deny the technologies. Future panel opinions may provide the
existence of a written description requirement in the law. necessary clarity. Ifnot, there may he a time when en bane
It only goes to whether, under the facts ofa particular case, consideration of the proper written description standards
the written description requirement has been met. A will be appropriate. But this is neither the right time, nor
fact-fmder may have to decide whether claiming a the right case, in which to consider those difficult [**11]
material solely by its information-conveying character questions.
results in a "single means claim" purporting to claim
everythiug that works, a dubious fulfillment of the
reqnirement to "distinctly claim the subject matter" ofthe
invention. 35 Us.c. § 112. In any event, it is
fact-intensive. But, once again, these matters go to
whether the written description requirement has been met,
not whether it exists.
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We have in many instances recognized that
when frontier legal problems are presented,
periods of "percolation" in, and diverse
opinions from, state and federal appellate
courts may yield a better informed and
more enduring final pronouncement by
this Court

The panel opimon in this case perpetuates the
confusion our precedent in Lilly and Enzo has engendered
in establishing "written description" as a separate
requirement of 35 US.c. § 112, paragraph I, on which a
patent may be held invalid. That precedent should be
overturned. Accordingly, I respectfully dissent from the
court's decision not to hear this case en bane.

LINN, Circuit Judge, with whom RADER and [**15]
GAJARSA, Circuit Judges, join, dissenting from the
court's decision not to hear the case en banco

Section 112 of Title 35 of the United States Code
requires a written description of the invention, but.the
measure of the sufficiency of that written description in
meeting the conditions of patentability in paragraph ;lof
that statute depends solely on whether it enables any
person skilled in the art to which the invention pertains to
make and use the claimed invention and sets forth the best
mode of carrying out the invention. The question
presented by 35 USc. § 112, paragraph I, is not, "Does
the written description disclose what the invention is?"
The question is, "Does the written description describe the
invention recited in the claims--themselves part of [**16]
the specification--in terms that are sufficient to enable one
of skill in the art to make and use the claimed invention
and practice the best mode contemplated by the
inventor?" That is the mandate of the statute and is all our '#
precedent demanded prior to Regents ofthe University of
California v. Eli Lilly & Co., Il9 F.3d 1559 (Fed. Cir.
1997).

Reading into paragraph 1 of section 112 an
independent written description requirement, divorced
from cnablcmcnt. sets up an inevitable clash hct'.'\,[,':"l the
claims and the written description as the fOCLlS of the
scope of coverage. This is ill-advised. Surely there is no
principle more firmly establ.shcd i~; patent law than the
primacy of the claims in cstubl.sliin; the bounds of the

to cxcludc. S;,;C, e.~';., . Co. 1". CI'I,"'-''''·I,I,

Top co., 365 US, 33(, 3_;9,5 L u: .. _':)~',

81 S. Ct. 599, 196/ Dec CO!liu:'" Po: 635 (1961) ("The
claims made ill the patent urc Ux sole measure or tl.c
grant."); McClain v. Ortmayer, 141 US 419, 424, 35 L.
Ed. 800, 12 S. Ct. 76, 1891 Dec. Comm'r Pat. 532 (1891)

The issue of whether patent law contains a separate
written description requirement has percolated through
various panels of this court, on a variety of [Jets. The
di'fcrcncc, of opinion among: the judges of the r:~"<_:...:,-c:l

Circuit, .u,', in microcosm, the "percolation" that SCiJll;;!I'~

feared would be lost by a national court at the circuit lcvcl.
Percolation is the great justifier of conflict amonj; the
regional circuits. In the words of the Supreme Court:

If the nature of the subject matter is not amenable to
precise description, SOme alternative mode of disclosure is
required, such as deposit in a public depository. Enzo
Biochem, Inc. v. Gen-Probe, Inc., 323 F.3d 956 (Fed. Cir.
2002). However, the public purpose ofpatents is seriously
disserved by eliminating the description requirement
entirely. Federal Circuit law [*1305J of written
description has become encumbered with inconsistent
pronouncements, leading me to remark that"claims to an
invention that is not described in the specification are an
anachronism."Housey Pharms., Inc. v.Astrazeneca UK
Ltd., 366 F.3d 1348, 1357 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (Newman, J.,
dissenting). If the majority of this court is nonetheless
sympathetic to that position, there should be careful
consideration of the implications [**14] of precedent, for
the law is that "Section 112 requires that the application
describe, enable, and set forth the best mode of carrying
out the invention." Festa Corp. v. Shoketsu Kinzoku
Kogyo Kabushiki Co., 535 US. 722, 724, 152 LEd. 2d
944. /22,)'. Cr. ./83/ (2{)(!2j.

~I
The new biology has indeed raised new and

important questions, with implications for policy as well
as law. However, the answer is not the simplistic one
espoused by some commentators; it is simply incorrect to
say that there is not now and never has been a "written
description" requirement in the patent law. It has always
been necessary to disclose and descnbe what is patented
It has never been the law that one can claim what is not
made known and set forth in the patent. , Arizona v. Evans, 514 US 1, 24 n.l, 131 LEd. 2d 34,

-~~-'--"', .....,.··ec" .. . .".' ",t15=8,@t=I"f85=tk9N;b=1'his=questiQlF'haS"'P01"colate'+d=.==.=..==i
.......X'ariQus.pastdecisions.have.heenoffeIed.to.slJPRQrt, ... "enougi,'itisripeforen'b~cTesolution; ..'~':~,'-- ---. ......

the exotic proposition that It IS not necessary for the '
inventor to describe the patented invention, but that
enablement alone suffices under the statute. These cases
concern traditional issues of generic disclosures and
specific examples, and questions of support and
predictability for scientific concepts and their
embodiments. Such traditional law was applied in Regents
ofthe University ofCalifornia v. Eli Lilly & Co., 119 F.3d
1559 (Fed. Cir. 1997), [**13J a case that is misdescribed
in this debate, for Lilly does not depart from precedent in
its holding that the written description requirement can be
fulfilled by "a precise definition, such as by structure,
formula, chemical name, or physical properties." ld. at
1565, quoting Fiers v. Revel, 984 F.2d 11M, Il71 (Fed.
Cir.1993).
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As I commented in my dissent from the court's
decision not to hear the Enzo case en bane, "Some have
praised Lilly for maintaining the integrity of patent
disclosures and tor curbing patent ruings for inventions
that have not yer been made but are just nascent ideas.
Others have been sharply critical ofLiliy. tt £117.0 Biochem.
Inc. v. Ceil-Probe Inc., 323 I".3d Y56, 989 (Fed. C·ir.
20(2) (Linn, .I., dissenting), That debate continues to
leave uncertain hl\\· invention: ar- r-rotcct. ,1; :1(\',' :]._,

United Siates l-atent and Trademark Office rrs
responsibilities, and how business is conducted III

emerging fields of law. These uncertainties will remain
nuless resolved by this court en bane or by the Supreme

The burden of Lilly and Enzo has fallen on the
biotech indnstry disproportionately, but, as this decision
makes clear, the new-found written description
requirement will affect all fields of emerging technology.
Univ. ofRochester, 358 F.3d at 925 (rejecting a limitation
of the Lilly written description doctrine to genetic
inventions on the ground that "the statute applies to all
types of inventions"). When patent attorneys set out to
write patent applications, they do so for an educated
audience-vthose skilled in the art--and attempt to describe
the invention in a way that enables those ofordinary skill
to make and use the invention as claimed. Before the
decision in Lilly, the practicing bar had accepted and
found workable the notion elncidated [**21] in our
precedent that § II2 requires a written description
sufficient to enable one of ordinary skill in the art to make
and use the claimed invcntion-vi.c., cnablcmcnt. Lilly
changed the landscape and set in motion the debate the
panel opinion in this case perpetuates.

liiH'-':~'-'S::'dlY) response W chcnucnl cases ,;i \';liC:::i
appellants were arguing that those skilled in the art 'might'
make and usc a claimed invention, is mistaken.").

The primary role of the written description is to
support the claims, assuring that persons skilled in the art
can make and use the claimed invention. Id. P 1 C1The
specification shall contain a written description of the
invention, and of the manner and process of making and
using it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to
enable any person skilled in the art to which it pertains, or
with which it is most nearly connected, to make and use
the same."); see also Kennecott Corp. v. Kyocera Int'l,
Inc, 835 F.2d 1419, 1421 (Fed. Cir. 1987) ("The purpose
of tl-c !>\TiUen] description rcqu IrC111cnt ... is tn ..t:l !:' \\-h~lt

is needed (0 fulfil the enablemcut criteria. [*1:19] "); cf.
Iii re Barter, 559 F.2d 588,594 (CCPA 1977) (\Li:-;{:Y,
c.J., d.sscnticg) ("The attempt to create historical J:~d

current statutory support for a 'separate description'
which \\'JS solely a judi-i-f (r-d

("'The rights of the plaintiff depend upon the claim in his Construing section 112 to contain a separate written
patent, according to its proper construction.'" (quoting description requirement beyond enablement and best
Masury v. Anderson, 11 Blatchf 162, 16 F. Cas. 1087, mode creates confusion as to where the public and the
1088, F. Cas. No. 9270 (C CS.D.N Y. 1873))); [**171 courts should look to determine the scope ofthe patentee's
White v. Dunbar, 119 U.S. 47, 52, 30 L. Ed. 303, 7 S. Ct. right-to exclude. Under the panel's analysis, a court looks
72, 1886 Dec. Comm'r Pat. 494 (1886) ("The claim is a to the written description to determine the parameters of
statutory requirement, prescribed for the very purpose of the patentee's invention--under guidelines yet to be
making the patentee define precisely what his invention articulated--and then determines if the claims, as properly
is; and it is unjust to the public, as well as an evasion of construed, exceed those parameters. See Univ. of

j........... ·"tbO"laWi1O"constFuejtil¥""""""el'different-frorn4h",plainc __ ~Rocheste"'"~Eh~Searl~G:"'C3"8ccFc3tiog,16p92k23 .
··import·ofits·terms,");Burns·V/·Meyer;·100··U.S.··67I,.672, .••....·(Fedc··Gir,-2004)..(!!While··it..is ..true-that-this-court-and-its-

25 L. Ed. 738 (1879) ("The terms of the claim in predecessor have repeatedly held that claimed subject
letters-patent . . . defme[] what the office, after a full matter 'need not be described in haec verba' in the
examination ofprevious inventions and the state ofthe art, specification to satisfy the written description requirement,
determines the applicant is entitled to."); Merrill v. it is also [**20] true that the requirement must still be met
Yeomans, 94 U.S. 568, 570, 24 L. Ed. 235, 1877 Dec. in some way so as to 'describe the claimed invention so
Comm'r Pat. 279 (1876) ("This distinct and formal claim that one skilled in the art can recognize what is claimed."
is, therefore, of primary importance, in the effort to (citations omitted». There is simply no reason to interpret
ascertain precisely what it is that is patented."); Johnson section 112 to require applicants for patent to set forth the
& Johnston Assocs. Inc. v, R.E. Servo Co., 285 F.3d 1046, metes and bounds ofthe claimed invention in two separate
1052 (Fed. Cir. 2002) (en bane) ("Consistent with its places in the application. That is the exclusive function of
scope definition and notice functions, the claim the claims.
requirement presnpposes that a patent applicant defmes
his invention in the claims, not in the specification. After
all, the claims, not the specification, provide the measure
of the [**18] patentee's right to exclude."); SRI In!'1 v.
Matsushita Elec. Corp. ofAm., 775 F.2d 1107, Il2I n.14
(Fed. Cir. 1985) ("Specifications teach. Claims claim.").
The statute itself makes clear that Congress intended the
claims to define the scope ofcoverage. 35 U.S.C § 112 P
2 (2000), ("The specification shall conclude with one or
more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly
claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as
his invention. "),
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Court. The issue is important, is ripe for consideration,
and deserves to be clarified, one way or the other. For
these reasons, I respectfully dissent from the court's
refusal to consider [**22] this case en banco

RADER, Circuit Judge, dissentiog from the court's
decision not to hear the case en bane, with whom Circuit
Judges GAIARSA and LINN, joio.

L . tliis~:'~:~~~~s~~:.~:;~o~~~~~I~;~~~~.................... "tocfariryandcorreclIisconfusmg}unspruaenceoiiilie'"
new written description invalidity doctrine.

nl Circuit Judges Newman, Rader, Bryson,
Gajarsa, and Linn voted in favor of en bane
reconsideration. Chief Judge Mayer and Circuit
Judges Michel, Lourie, Clevenger, Schall, Dyk,
and Prost voted against en bane reconsideration.

In 1997, this court for the first time applied the
written description language of 35 Us. C § 112, P 1 as a
general disclosure requirement in place of enablement,
rather than in its traditional role as a doctrine to prevent
applicants from adding new inventions to an older
disclosure. Regents ofthe Univ. ofCal. v, Eli Lilly & co.,
119 F3d 1559 (Fed. Cir. 1997). [**23] In simple terms,
contrary to logic and the statote itself, Eli Lilly requires
one part of the specification (the written description) to
provide "adeqoate support" for another part of the
specification (the claims). n2 [*1308] Neither Eli Lilly
nor this case has explaioed either the legal basis for this
new validity requirement or the standard for "adequate
support." Because this new judge-made doctrine has
created enormous confusion which this court declines to
resolve, I respectfully dissent

n2 This new validity requirement conflicts
with binding precedent bCCa11Se the CePA 1118cle

clear that original claims are part of the original
disclosure of an invention and thus have no
"description" problems. In re Koller, 613 F,2d 819,
8]3 (CCPA /980) ("Original claims constitute
their own description. tt); In rc Smith, 48 J F.2d 910,
YJ4 (CCPA /973) ("Where the claim is an ori.;inal
claim, the underlying concept of msurm';
disclosure as of the filing elate is satisfied, and the
description requirement has likewise been l-cl.l to

h' :;ClLlSflcd."); /11 rc Gantner. 475 r.z«
/391 (CCPA 1973) (t'Clai:u 2, which apparently
was an original claim, in itself constituted a
description in the original disclosure .... Nothing

more is necessary for compliance with the
description requirement.")

[**24]

Confusion io This New Validity Doctrine

A recent case illustrates well the confusion
engendered by this new doctrine. In Enzo Biochem, Inc. v.
Gen Probe, Inc., 323 F,3d 956 (Fed. a-. 2002), this court

'·"~:8'~gg!~~Y:~~~~~~lO}fl~~$~~~€}l1:=·~~~lifltiGn .__..,- --,~",.
·invalidity·doctrine.,frrst··cr.ated··io··1997.BliLilly,...J19......::
F3d at 1559. In its original Enzo opinion, 285 F.3d 1013
(Fed. Cir. 2002), this court iovalidated claims to
polypeptides that detect the gonorrhea bacteria. The
ioventor ofthese DNA probes specifically disclosed them
and deposited three polypeptides at the American Type
Coltroe Collection. Even for claims limited io scope to the
deposited material, this court iovalidated the patent for
insufficient disclosure of the invention. Ld. at 1022
(concludiog that "a deposit is not a sobstitute for a written
description of the claimed invention" (quotation omitted».
This decision correctly applied the 1997 Eli Lilly doctrine
which requires a nucleotide-by-nuc1eotide recitation of
the structroe of a biotechnological iovention. Eli Lilly,
119 F.3d at 1567. Accordiogly, the mere deposit of
material [**25] did not satisfy that reading of35 US C §
112, P 1. Enzo, 285 F,3d at 1022.

That Enzo opinion caused an immediate frrestorm. See,
e.g., Brief of Amicus Curiae Uuited States at 1;.Enzo
Biochem, Inc. v, Gen Probe, Inc., 323 F,3d 956 (Fed. Cir.
2002). Withio a few months, this court vacated its origioal
opinion and reversed the result. See Enzo Biochem, Inc. v.
Gen Probe, Inc., 323 F,3d 956 (Fed. Cir. 2002). This
flip-flop shows the problem. The Director of the
Intellectual Property program at the George Washington
Uuiversity Law School stated it concisely: "Since the first
panel opinion faithfully followed Eli Lilly, and the result
is obviously wrong, the Eli Lilly description doctrine is
itself misguided." Martin J. Adelman, If Eli Lilly Is Good
L.1w, Didn't the Withdrawn Panel Opinion in Enzo
Biochem Have Tt Right?, at 2 (2007) (unpublished parler
prepared for the 11th Annual Conference on International
Intellectual Property L8\V and Policy at Fordham
Uuive-rsi-v 24-25,2003).

fo1!Dwing issuance, withdrawal, and reissuance 01
Enzo, this co un c:ug8ged in lengthy debate over the l,L':26-j
new disclosure validity doctrine. En::.!) Biochcm, 323r·.~'i;'

at 97/-75 (Lourie, L, concurring in decision to not hear
the case ell id. at 975 (Ncvvnon. L ccucu-ring): i.I,
at 915-j"u· J.. ii/. at 976-87 (l'-~i'-;i.:'-, J.,
disscHllllg) il3; id. (It 987-8Y (Lim], .I., dissenting). T:;:,L
debate continued in this court's subsequent cases. See, e.g ..
Moba B. V. v, Diamond Automation, lnc., 325 F,3d 1306,
1323 (Fed. Cir. 2003) [*1309] (Rader, J., concurriog)
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N4 An appendix to this opinion summarizes
this academic commentary.

Supreme Court's Role in the Eli Lilly Doctrine

In an effort to supply some cohereut basis for its new
validity doctrine, this court in Rochester refers to an 1822
Supreme Court case that discusses the written description
language of the Patent Act. Univ. of Rochester v. G.D.
Searle & Co., Inc., 358 F.3d 916,924 (Fed. Cir.2004).
An examination of Rochester's references to the Supreme
Court in their proper historical context impeaches, rather
than supports, the modem written descriptiou validity
doctrine.

In 1793, the Patent Act, 1 Stat. 318, required an
iuveutor to describe the scope of the invention.in the body
of the specification; the Act did not require any claims.
Instead the Act required the inventor to provide "a written
description of his invention, and of the mauner of [**29]
using, or process of compounding the same, iu such full,
clear, and exact terms, as to distinguish the same from all
other things before known, and to enableauy person
skilled in the art or science ... to make, compound, and
use the same...." In re Barker, 559 F.2d 588,592 (CCPA
1977) (ellipses in original). Without citiug this statutory
language, Rochester recounts the Supreme Court's
explanation that this provision contained two
requirements;

The specification, then, has two
objects: one is to make known the manner
of constructing the machine (if the
invention is of a machine] so as to enable
artizans to make and lise it, and thus to
give the public the full benefit of the
discovery after thc expiration of the
patent. The other of the
specification is, to put the public in
possession ofwhat the party claims as his
oven invention, so 3S to ascertain if he
claim anything that is in common use, or is

l.no-va, tHlll to gU:l,"d against
or injury [rom the usc of :\:1

1'~'131Qj invention which the party may
otherwise innocently suppose not to be
patented.

Although this Court has addressed the
"written description" requirement of
section 112 on a number of occasions, its
decisions have 110t taken a clear and
uniform position regarding the purpose
and meaning of the requirement. A
review of the plain text ofsection 112, and
the case law of this Court, reveals at least
three different possible tests for an
8di'.::q113!C "written description." En
bn.ic consideration of the written
description provision is appropriate so that
the court em provide inventors. the public,
31lCl the USPTO \\"::\1 em authoritative

ofthe provision.

Brief of Amicus Curiae United States at 4-5, 9.

[**27]

Indeed a brief survey ofthe literature on this topic, an
astounding amount in a few short years, shows 31 articles
criticizing the Eli Lilly doctrine, 7 articles defending the
doctrine, and 16 neutrally commenting on the state of this
evolving case law. n4 In its brief requesting en bane
reconsideration in Enzo Biochem, the United States
issued a call for clarity, which this court has yet to
address:

(explaining that juries face the "cumbersome task" of
deciding that "the patent's disclosure can enable a skilled
artisan to make and practice the entire invention, but still
not inform that sarne artisan that the inventor was in
possession ofthe invention").

[**28]

In sum, by any measure, the Eli Lilly doctrine has
engendered confusion. After all, Eli Lilly created a new

n3 This opinion will not repeat the points validity doctrine under 35 U.S.c. § 112, PI separate from
. .. enablement and yet descnbed It as "analogous to

made earher about the legal sufficiency of the Eh enablement." 119 F.3d at 1569. Unfortunately, this court
=..=....=....=====...=...=....=.==,·I5tl1)FdoetlmeoSumecoHlwse'POJUts'UlClu!'1e7'l'ilsl, C' has c'asseucuiuloffiero orlillif·· to resolve tne

the··statutory"1anguage·and·legal·precedents'make·· ........•.........P., P PP 1X .
bl h nl bstanti (th th confusion.ena ement t e 0 Y su stannve test 0 er an

best mode) in the first paragraph of § 112. Enzo
Biochem, 323 F.3d at 977. Second, this court's
predecessor first separated written description
from enablement in 1967, but only to police
priority. rd. Third, this court and its predecessor
consistently limited the written description
requirement to priority cases, expressly equating
the proscription on new matter with written
description. Id. at 977-79. Lastly, the vague and
ill-defmed written description requirement
threatens to supplant the well-established
enablement requirement, which
disproportionately affects biotech inventions. Id.
at 981- 83.
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Rochester's invocation of the Festa listiil'-' of ~)

"clJSC10SlIIT" requirement. however. betrays a L'; iilg

incompleteness in its reasoning. The Supreme Court is
entirely correct to acknowledge the requirement of full
"disclosure" at the time of invention that prevents

n5 Indeed the United States notes that the
current statute requires "a written description of
the invention, and of the manner and process of
making and using it, in such full clear,concise,
<Inc! exact terms as to enable [the invention]." 35
Us. C § 112, P 1 (emphasis added). As the
United States noted, "A straightforward reading of
the text of section 1J2 supgcsts that the test fur J.11

written description is whether it
enough written information for others 10 make and
use the invention." Brief of Amicus Curiae United
States at 5, Enzo Biochem, Inc. v. Gen Probe, Inc.,
323 F.3d 956 (Fed. Cir.2002).

Evans v. Eaton, 20 US. 356, 433-34, 5 L. Ed. 472 (1822).
For obvious [**30] reasons, Rochester uodertakes no
further explanation of the Supreme Court's laoguage. In
simple terms, the Supreme Court conld not have meant
that the written description portion of the specification
must provide adequate support for the claims as this
court's law presently requires. Patents did not even
contain claims in 1822.

[**32]

The Rochester reference to the 1822 Supreme Court
laoguage does, however, reveal some insights into the
reasons that the Eli Lilly doctrine engenders confusion.
As the 1822 Supreme Court reference explains, the
original statute required a written description to warn "an
innocentpurchaser or other person using a machine, ofhis

In fact, even the Supreme Court's allusion to "two infringement." Evans, 20 US at 434. In other words, the
cibjects;fi:tlie····reasou···{or·"tne"·"Ro'cne'siei'::::clte,'faKes"'on':"'a':::':", """'sfatute"lricOIpOratea""a~wrltteii"a:escnplion'r'equrremenf-to,m" ..:'.":::-..•.• ..•.•..........••......•.•............ ..•..........................,........ .,......'....,: ,.... ..... ........, ·····,···.····.···r..··r···,.....,...,................ ..••,...•...,
different meaning uoder careful legal aoalysis. The defme tne scope offue invention ror illfrmgement aod for '
Supreme Court clearly linked its "other object" of the distinguishing the invention from prior art. Eli Lilly and
specification disclosure to the portion of the statute its progeny convert that original infringement doctrine
requiring the inventor "to distinguish the same from all into a new challenge to validity. Suddenly, all the
things before known." Evans, 20 US at 430. difficnlty aod imprecision of defining an invention in
Significantly, that langnage no longer appears in 35 US. C legal laognage, see Festa Corp. v. Shoketsu Kinzoku
§ 112. Later in 1870, the Patent Act first articnlated the Kogyo Kabushiki Co., 535 US 722, 731, 152 L. Ed. 2d
requirement that applicaots defme their exclusive right in 944,122 S. Ct. 1831 (2002), becomes a validity doctrine.
a distinctly drafted claim. Act ofJuly 8, 1870, Ch. 230, 16 In full I I' f hId.. . sum, a care ega ana YSlS 0 t e anguage an
Stat. 198. Only one logical conclusion flows from this history of 35 USC § 112, P 1 [*1311] shows that the
history. When the Patent Act assigned the notice function Eli Lill d . h basi th . d ..
to claims rather than the written description, enablement 1 y octnne ~s. no asis m e wntten escnptlO.TI
became the sole 35 USC§ 112P 1 [**311 standard for laoguageofthe ongmal Patent Act. Moreover, as this

. .,' , court's binding CCPA precedent shows, [**331 the
adequate disclosure ofao invention, n5 See Enzo Biochem, t tut I f 35 USC § 112 P 1 h t
323F3d 977 TIll b

' b h . f sa ory anguage 0 .. , , as no
. at . S 0 servation a out t e meamng 0 h d . h . ifi "di "f

35 US C § 112 PI h b iomati ttl f c aoge m any way t at justines iscovery 0 a vast
. . .' ~ . as een axioma c pa en aw or new validity doctrine over two hundred years after: the

decades. In a decision of the Court of Customs and Patent 1793 A t T h th ba . th t tut
A I th t . bi d' thi urt J d Ri h c. 0 t e contrary, e c nges in e s a oryppeas a IS mmgon seQ, uge c ...
int t d 35 USC § 112 PIt h I tw laoguageof§ 112,PlsmceI793nnpeachthereasomng
ill erpre e . . . , 0 ave on y. 0 of Rochester aod Eli Lilly.
requrrements - not enablement aod the Ell LIlly wntten
description doctrine, but enablement and best mode! In re Rochester also refers to the Supreme Court's listing of
Gay, 50 CCP.A. 725, 309 F.2d 769, 772, 1962 Dec. patent requirements in Festa. Rochester, 358 F.3d at 921
Comm'r Pat. 737 (CCPA 1962). In sum, the Eli Lilly (quoting Festa, 535 US at 736). In the first place, the
written description doctrine has no basis in this court's Festo listing is just that, a passing reference to some ofthe
legal precedent. Thus, Rochester cannot explain the requirements of the Patent Act. The passing reference, for
missing 1793 statutory language, the advent of the claim instance, does not even mention some binding
requirement that replaced the 1822 description doctrine, requirements, e.g., subject matter eligibility and claim
the inapplicability of the Evans quote to a new 1997 definiteness. In fact, in another post-Eli Lilly listing of
invalidity doctrine, or the apparent conflict with binding Parent Act requirements, the Supreme Court
CCPA interpretations of 35 US C § 112, P 1. acknowledged only enablement as the disclosure quid pro

quo of the statute: "In addition [to novelty, and
nonobviousness], to obtain a utility patent, a breeder must
describe the plant with sufficient specificity to enable
others to 'make and use' the invention after the patent term
expires. II J.E.M Ag Supply, lite. v. Pioneer IIi-Bred Int't,
Inc. 534 Us. 124, 142, 151 L. Ed, 2d 508,122 S. Ct. 593
(2001). [*"'341 A careful analysis of the Supreme Court's
passing of patent rcqc.rcments docs n
support the Eli Lilly doctrine.
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""~1S »o:. :~i"blcd.

[**36]

Lilly; a Cox 2 inhibitor in

In understandable terms, the hypothetical says that ao
inventor invents the radio, but his invention solves <1

problem that enables those of ordinary skill in the art to
know how to make and use both a radio and a TV. His
patent disclosure only describes a radio but he claims
broadly an "electrical receiver." Thus. his claims seem to
encompass the TV which his spcci.icaticn docs Hot
describe but would enable if it were described. Tn that
context. the reason the hvpothei \(,':11 docs not: occur
becomes obvious. trcvcrvo»c IJ( skiil ::) ill,~' :!,-i
knows from the disclosure how to make and usc the TV,
the exceptionally talented inventor will also. To avoid any
risk of losing the TV invention, the inventor will fully

[*1312] The Hypothetical Policy Analysis

Rochester refers to a situation where a patent can
enable ao invention that is not described by the
specification. In the words ofthe opinion, "such can occur
when enablement of a closely related invention A that is
both described aod enabled would similarly enable an
invention B ifB were described." Rochester, 358 F.3d at
921 (emphasis original). This hypothetical seems to
suggest that the 1997.doctrinal creation closes a major.gap
in patent law. To the contrary, this court only created the
Eli Lilly requirement in 1997; the patent system had
succeeded quite well for over two hundred years without
it. Moreover no other patent system in the world has the
Eli Lilly requirement to this day. The world's patent
systems work quite well without it.

The hypothetical actually facilitates a policy analysis
that explains the reasons that the new 1997 requirement is
both superfluous and dangerous. In the first place,' the
hypothetical rarely, if ever, happens. No .actual case
presents the hypothetical. In both Eli Lilly and Rochester,
for instance, the invention A (rat insulin in Eli Lilly; an
assay for Cox 1 ['~'k371 and 2 in Rochester) was enabled
and described, but the invention B (human insulin ill Eli

Comm'r Pat. 486 (CCPA 1962). The reason Sus
and Moore do not appear on the "written
description" laodscape is because subsequeut case
law made it clear that, outside the priority coutext,
the substautive test for compliaoce with the first
paragraph of § 112 is enablement. In re
Borkowski, 57 c.cr.A. 946, 422 F.2d 904, 909
(CCPA 1970). Indeed, Rochester seems to do a
disservice to the CCPA's own acknowledgement

,+·+k~""'_"~"M ,,_..,,~ ··t:lfar~"-''Judge'':'::~'R1cIF'::''maugurated·'::''::ilie""' written
....., .descriptioiife'ijUii'emenffopolicepnon!yiiiT967: ,.....

In re Rasmussen, 650 F.2d 1212, 1214 (CCPA
1981).

n6 Moreover, the pre-1967 CCPA cases
mentioned in Rochester also shed little light on the
modern written description requirement. For
instaoce, Jepson does not evince support for Eli
Lilly. Rather, Jepson, which does not expressly
mention written description at all, decided an
interference - a priority dispute - between an
application with an earlier filing date aod an
issued patent with a later filing date. The CCf'A
held that because the earlier application did not
support the claims that were copied front 111,;:, lt!c:
patent, the patent was entitled to priority. Jepson v.
Coleman, 50 C.C.P.A. 1051, 314 F.2d 533, 1963
Dec. Conun'r Pat. 304 (CCPA 1963). Thus,
Jepson, if at a11 relevant to written description, was
a priority case in the traditional mode of written
description jurisprudence. The CCPl\. decided the
\,r' ,-,> else on obviousness grounds: :1",

description commentary in that case is dicta. in re
Moore. 33 CC?A. 1083, 155 F.2d 379. 38/.

'< DL'C, Co;;;,.';; 'I" Poi. 4]! (CCrA 19-,!()

th:u the claims were "properly rejected on the prior
art"). The CePA decided the SUS C8SC under
paragraph 2 of § 112, not paragraph 1. In re Sus,
49 C.C.P.A. 1301, 306 F.2d 494, 496, 1962 Dec.

In sum, the Supreme Court offers no comfort to the
Eli Lilly doctrine. Rather, in proper historical aod legal
context, the Supreme Court's allusions to the description
requirement impeach both Rochester aod Eli Lilly. n6

updating the patent document with later inventions.
Beginning in 1967, this court aod its predecessor applied
the written description language to achieve this vital
purpose of the Patent Act - tying disclosure to the time of
invention. In re Ruschig, 54 C.C.P.A. 1551, 379 F.2d 990
(CCPA 1967); Vas-CathIne. v.Mahurkar, 935 F.2d 1555
(Fed. Cir. 1991). In the words of Judge Rich, the first
judge to use the description requirement to police priority,
"The function of the description requirement is to ensure

~_.,- --_... "... " thattlfe~mventorHad~possesslOn,asotthe::fi1mg:date-:'o;.~~'"

ajljllitatiOriTelied·on;·of·the·specifics1i15jecf'matfeflatef'··
claimed by him." In re Wertheim, 541 F.2d 257, 262
(CCPA 1976) (emphasis added). In fact, every application
[**35] of the written description doctrine before Eli Lilly
in 1997 applied the written description doctrine for this
importaot purpose and only for this important purpose.
Enzo, 323 F.3d at 984-87 (listing every written
description case in the CCPA aod Federal Circuit). Thus,
the Festo listing does not endorse the Eli Lilly inoovatiou,
but properly invokes the necessity of tying disclosure to
the time of invention. In its attempt to support the 1997
doctrine, however, Rochester invokes Vas-Cath aod other
Federal Circuit decisions without noting the proper
context of those decisions.
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disclose it and claim it, probably in a separate application.
For this very practical reason, no case has ever presented
the hypothetical. Inventors know when they have made an
invention and realize that they must properly disclose it or
risk losing it entirely.

Carrying the genuinely "hypothetical" hypothetical
[**38] forward, however, what happens if the radio
inventor for some unfathomable reason does not grasp
+1,,,+ hI'" h"'C' "'.....,'hlp.,-l ., TV and later asserts the radio patent

fr?~:J:rf:~sl1nple::'~teniiS~m",a,,::-cbUft·m,wo'tt

..••..•. ····prOjierIyinferprefthe·Haimas1iniiledlollieT.di6:The···· ..

TV maker would not infringe a claim that covers only the
radio. On the other hand, the Eli Lilly doctrine would
instead invalidate the radio patent. Is that the best result?
After all, the inventor did invent the radio. [*1313]
Should he lose everything because he did not disclose the
TV?

_.!

The facts ofEli Lilly itself illustrate the real problems
in this area of patent interpretation and enforcement. In
simple terms, the inventor in that case invented and
disclosed rat insnlin but not human insnlin. In fact, at the
dawn of the biotechnological age in 1977, the inventor
could not make human insulin. Biotechnology was in its
infancy; it would have taken months, if not years, of
experimentation to make human insulin. Nonetheless the
inventor claimed the rat insulin invention broadly and
later asserted it against human insnlin. In this setting, U.S.
patent law (and world patent law in general) has two
complementary ways to [**39J prevent any injustice 
enablement and traditional (not Eli Lilly) written
description (enforcing the actual time of invention). If the
inventor has not enabled human insulin in the
specification, the inventor has not enabled the full scope
ofthe claim. By the way, as noted earlier, ifthe rat insulin
inventor had invented human insulin as well, he surely
would have disclosed it. In other words, a lack of
disclosure is a dead give-away for enablement problems.
Alternatively, or likely in conjunction, the Traditional
written description requirement as applied by this court
and its predecessor beginning in 1967 will prohibit any
addition ofnew matter to the patent document to "update"
the claims to cover human insulin. See, e.g., Chiron Corp.
v. Gencntech, Inc., 363 F.3d T247 (Fed a-. 2004)

In sum, our patent law (and the world's patent law)
has worked well for 200 years because the law already
possesses ample remedies [or the Rochester
which, as :1 matter. never occurs. ". <t11'-'·- F1;
Lilly nor Rochester explains the legal policy that supports
tbe new doctrine.

T!.c : 'ractical I'rc.c: '::,3

By its terms, the Eli Lilly doctrine [~'*401 stated: "/\'1

adequate written description of a DNA ... 'requires a
precise definition, such as by structure, formula, chemical

This court. 11 »vcvc:', ,t cvcu the only
institution that must deal with the unintended
consequences of the 1997 doctrine. Under this new
disclosure test, every else where the written description
docs not specifically [**42] disclose some feature of the
claimed invention will gl,,'e rise to a validity challenge.
Thus, trial courts -vill have to crnpane l juries to inquire
"1,,.1_ - '~"'::' nfsh!l ~'j t!· "known ~hat th~

inventor "possessed" the Iuf \~;,:i()ll. In a sense, the Eli
Lilly doctrine converts this court's confusing case law
about the rQL:: of the specification in dcfiniu-; t:::'
invcutiou into a validity question. Thus, trial cow s J.S

\\".'11 must s~Tu'!0:L' (0 discern t~;<, standard L" sur:;,: n-r
disclosure of an invention.
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give separate instructions and entertain separate witnesses
on these inseparable patent rules to ensure adequate
disclosure. Viewed in the practical terms of trial
procedure and jury understanding, this 1997 doctrine
unnecessarily complicates and prolongs patent
enforcement. In sum, Rochester does not resolve any of
the confusion or provide a sound legal basis for the 'Eli
Lilly doctrine. For these reasons, this court should have
reviewed this case en bane.

·_·_·~·_·w~~·_·~·... .. APPENDIx ..•

Rochester emphasizes that this new disclosure
doctrine is different from enablement. Rochester, 358
F.3d at 921. Thus, a trial court, as in this case, must first
ask its jury whether the specification provides sufficient
information to enable one of ordinary skill in the art to
make and use the invention. Then the trial court must ask
the jury again to look at the same specification for
information that an iriventor of extraordinary skill
"possessed" the invention. Under this court's law, a patent

• _m,. ~m ::::,:~::::~S:~~l,l];:~~_~~4-;;(IJ)J~:(l.l:e::I];~Y~~~~1J-}~:'~"Tt:_("_f....rrfi .... <;\nr ~1rl11 tn

.makeand.prac.tice.the·.entireinvention,hlltstillnot.lnform..
that same artisan that the inventor [**43] was in
possession ofthe invention. Moreover, the trial court must

patent application was filed. In effect,
the written description defines the scope
of the invention- the metes and
bounds that will be given exclusivity.

guaranteed that the inventor was in

Defending Eli Lilly Written Description
Quotation
By strictly requiring written description
of the invention, the public is

Questioning the
Written

Citation
Paula K. Davis,
Requirement for
Description:
Enzo Biochem v. Gen-Probe and
Overly
Broad Patent Cases, 37 Ind. L. Rev. possession of the invention when the
467,

500 (2004)

The U.S. Court of Appeals for theF. Scott Kieff, The Case for
Registering
Patent ~~~ ~11 L,\"·" ~~u Beanar"'r" r:.irc u t. -::o::S '-1_

of
Present Patent-Obtaining Rules,

45 B.C. L. Rev. 55, 99 (2003)
wr i t.t.en description requirement to put the
pcb l i.c on clear notice of what ',11:.11
infringe and what will not makes sense
because the patentee, as the drafter,
is the least-cost avoider of such
ambiguities _ This legal deve Iopn-ent '".lOJS

controversial to be sure j yet i t marx s an.
important weapon in the system's
arsenal for fighting social cost.
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Cynthia M. Lambert, Note, Gentry
Gallery and the written

Although there may be negative effects
resulting from a stricter written

7 B.U. J. Sci. & Tech. L. 109, 139 including
~001)

patent scope and a potential tragedy of the
anticommons,
the stricter standard is the better choice
in terms of fairness to the public
because it prevents inventors from
overreaching.

Daniel P. Chisholm, Note: The
Effect
of the USPTO' s written Description
Guidelines on Gene Patent
Applications I

35 Suffolk U. L. Rev. 543, 570
(2001)

Margaret Sampson, Comment: The
Evolution

Absent this heightened interpretation!

broadly construed claims would allow
applicants to obtain exclusive

rights to products in which they do not

actually possess. Granting such broad
claims
would stifle the very purpose of the
United tates patent system:
p r-e c erv ug incentives for c ont.Lnued
innovat ons.

The use of a heightened writterl
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Circuit to define and limit the scope of
claimed inventions preserves
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of the Enablement and Written
Description Requirements Under
35 U.S.C. ~~2 in the Area of
Biotechnology,

T5BerkeleYTech. L.J.1233~1273 incentivesfbrcontinued-inndvation:
(2000)

_,_.~.'~.'.'._ "W,'" ·"N'," "W__ '~"M"'_~'_" _ ,__w~ ,,,.,,_~, ·_,'_~'.'n _,_,_"""',_,_ ,"c','""', ,_,',.,."',.'......_....... ",,,.,., _''''_'~,..'', ,,,',",,"","", .' ',,, 'N,,'-C'''._',,·

Mark J. Stewart! Note: The Written
Description Requirement of
35 U.S.C. ~~2(1): The Standard
After Regents of the University
of California v. Eli Lilly & Co.,

32 Ind. L. Rev. 537, 563 (~999)

Emanuel Vacchiano! Comment: It's a

Wonderful Genome: The
Written-Description
Requirement Protects the Human
Genome
from Overly-Broad Patents,

32 J.Marshall L. Rev. 805, 832
(~999)

Through application of the written
description requirement, courts can
distinguish between claims to
technologies that are too broad
or basic to justify patent protection!
and those dealing with other types of
technologies that are more predictable
and may justify broader protection.

Fortunately, the CAFC narrowly
construes
patent rights based on disclosures

of DNA sequences, and as a result,

will likely invalidate patent c La i.rns
based on EST disclosures that

contain a broad scope of protection
encompassing a gene or even an entire
protein-coding segment of a eDNA.
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[**44]

associated with the separate written
description requirement. The

the

Criticizing Eli Lilly Written Description
Quotation
Moba illustrates the problemsBurdic~, Note: Moba v.

Citation
Stephen J.
Diamond
Automation! Inc.: Questibnihg
Separate Written Description

(2004)
contribute any additional value to the
other patentability requirements.
Its effects are redundant with the
enablement and new matter requirements of
patent law. Additionally, the written
description requirement creates
confusion and discourages patenting and
innovation. The Federal Circuit
should dispose of the separate 'written
description requirement entirely.

Martin J. Adelman, 3-2 Patent Law
Perspectives § 2.9 (2004)

[T]he original panel opinion in I Enzo
Biochem is correct if we aSSume that Eli
Lilly is sound law since Eli Lilly holds
that the failure to actually
detail the sequence of nucleotidesof a
polypeptide prevents an applicant
from claiming it. Obviously merely
depositing a polypeptide does not
disclose its sequence without a
sequencing operation. Thus a disclosure
that
effectively puts the polypeptide in
possession of the public by virtue of
providing a set of directions for
obtaining it should not be treated
differently than an inventor who puts the
polypeptide ,in a depository
without sequencing it. Since this is a it
result that is difficult do
defend, proves that the Eli Lilly
doctrine is itself misguided. It is thus
time to formally overrule it along with
In re Deuel another case that holds
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that the act of sequencing is the key to
patentability.

Page 15

Harold C. Wegner! The Disclosure
Requirements of the 1952 Patent Act:
Looking Back and a New Statute for
the Next Fifty Years/
37 Akron L. Rev. 243, 244 (2004)

The first problem here is the
judicial activism from several panel
opinions that created a llwritten
description" requirement apart from the
original Ilnew matter" proscription.

Jennifer L. Davis I Comment: The Test
of Primary Cloning: A New Approach to
the
written Description Requirement in
Biotechnological Patents!
20 Santa Clara Computer & High Tech.
L.J. 469, 487-88 (2004)

Martin J. Adelman, If Eli Lilly Is

Good Law, Didn't the Withdrawn Panel
Opinion in Enzo Biochem Have It

Right?, at 2 (2003) (unpublished

The court has not issued clear and
consistent standards. In fact, the

court itself appears confused over the
proper standards by which to judge the
adequacy of a written description
as reflected by the recent decision in
Enzo I
followed by a reversal upon rehearing in
Enzo II.

[S]ince the first panel opinion [in
Enzo]
faithfully followed Eli Lilly, and the
result reached is obviously wrong, the
Eli
Lilly description doctrine is itself
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paper
prepared for the 11th Annual

, Conference
on International Intellectual
Property Law and Policy at Fordham
University, April 24-25, 2003).

Duane M. Linstrom, Spontaneous
Mutation:

A Sudden Change in the Evolution
of the Written Description
Requirement
as It Applies to Genetic Patents,
40 San Diego L. Rev. 947, 970 (2003)

Jennifer·Gordon/····Ph~D.·i Preparing
and Prosecuting a Patent That
Holds Up in Litigation,
766 PLIjPat 873, 907-08 (2003)

misguided.

In sum, the latest Enzo decision has

shifted the direction of the development
of the written description

requirement for DNA patents, but it has
also left us with even more
uncertainty in the law than before t.he.
ruling.

Until the dissenters can persuade the
Court to review the Lilly written
description rule en bane, the Federal
Circuit can continue to apply the Lilly
standard to invalidate any patent,
regardless of whether priority is an
issue, where the written description
does not show possession of the
invention at the time of filing.
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Rachel Krevans and Cathleen Ellis,
Preparing for Biotech Patent
Litigation,
760 PLI/Pat 529, 555-56 (2003)

The Federal Circuit doctrine that makes
enablement a separate requirement

f r6rrLthewritteh-aese:tLpt; ion.requirement
contradicts the plain language of the
statute.

nextThe Federal Circuit should take the
available opportunity to overrule
the Eli Lilly decision through an

John c. Stolpa, Case Comment:
Toward Aligning the Law with Biology?
The Federal Circuit's About Face in
Enzo
Biochem, Inc. v. Gen-Probe, Inc., en bane hearing and returnenablement as

4 Minn. Intell. Prop. Rev. 339, 366 the sale substantive disclosure
~003)

requirement of 35 U.S.C. ~12, paragraph'
1. The heightened written
description standard applied to
biotechnology inventions after Eli Lilly
ignores fundamental biological
principles and focuses too much attention
on the structure of a DNA or protein. In
addition, the standard is
inflexible to technological changes and
requires constant updating that
leads to uncertainty over patent
validity. Finally, the heightened
requirement fails to meet the
constitutional purpose behind the patent
laws by discouraging full disclosure of
biological inventions. Simply
returning to the enablement disclosure
standard that' was in effect prior to
Eli Lilly would solve the bulk of these
problems.
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Laurence H. Pretty, Patent Patent
Litigation § 1:3.3, Defenses Against
Validity, 1-44 (2003)

Stephen R. Albainy-Jenei and Karlyn
A. Schnapp, Early-Stage Companies
Face New Challenges Rochester Case
Limited the Patentability Of
Reach-Through Claims, 12/8/03
Nat'l L.J. 83, col. 1, 83, col. 1+
(2003)

The term "written description" the
appears grammatically as the subject
for the verb "enable" in enablement
section
of 35 U.S.C. § 112. However, the
written-description requirement has been
judicially construed to have a separate
and additional purpose.

While Rochester is on appeal to the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit, it is likely that
such reach-through claims will remain
severely restricted,
possibly hurting the value of

intellectual property for many early
stage biotechnology companies.* * *
In addition, the overall cost in legal
fees for drafting and prosecuting
more carefully crafted, fully detailed
biotechnology applications will only
increase for complex inventions. While
big pharmaceutical companies will
have the money to spend in such endeavors,
it will be the universities and
the small biotech start-ups that will
most certainly be affected since these
have the of institutions historically do
not resources, both financial and
in personnel, to overcome this new set
obstacles in trying to obtain patent
protection for their scientific
contributions
in an ever-changing landscape.
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Dan L. Burk and Mark A. Lemley,
Policy Levers in Patent Law,

89 Va. L. Rev. 1575, 1652-54 (2003)

Warren D. Woessner, If Do-Over ! II - The
Federal Circuit Takes a Second Look
at Enzo v. Gen-Probe,
85J. Pat. & Trademark Off. Soc'y275,
285 (2003)

Robert L. Harmon, Must a Patent
Describe an Accused Infringement?,
85 J. Pat. & Trademark Off. Soc'y 153,

154
(2003)

In biotechnology, however, the of
doctrine has been applied as a sort
rrsuper-enabJ,.ement" requirement, forcing
biotech patentees to list particular gene
sequences in order to obtain a
patent covering those sequences. The
written description doctrine as
currently applied is a macro policy lever.
The Federal Circuit has applied
the doctrine to biotechnology cases in a

effect is to narrow the scope of
biotechnology patents--or at least DNA
patents --rather dramatically.

It is time for the court to deliver
Lilly and Enzo (1) to the doctrinal
scrap heap where holdings like Durden and
Druey ended up, and let the

evolution of biotechnology patent law
continue in a productive direction.

In the meantime, however, we are is
confronted with a welter of co~f~sed

and confusir.g precedent tha~ not

only defies restatement, but renders
analysis
and synthesis distinctly unmanageable.
The only approach the author has found to
making some sense of the situation to ask
what the motivation of the Federal Circuit
is in its efforts to restrict this once
well-recognized tenet of patent law.
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Sven J.R. Bostyn, written the Real
Description After Enzo Biochem: Can
Requirement Step Forward Please?,
85J. Pat. & Trademark Off. Soc'y131,
151 (2003)

The third way is to limit the where
application of the written description
requirement to cases priority issues are
involved, and limiting it to these
issues tleaving the bulk of the disclosure
evaluation to the
enablement requirement, the key feature of
the quid pro quo of
the patent system. In the author's view!
that ought to be
the optimal solution, leading to a
coherent and stable patent system,
both for patent applicants and for patent
offices and courts. In this
light! it would have been a good
opportunity
to hear the Enzo case en bane.

The Federal Circuit1s decision in Lilly,
however, has fashioned the description
requirement into a barrier to scientific
progress in the field of biotech~ology.

This heightened standard, applied
exclusively to biotechnology

David Kelly! Comment: The Federal
Circuit Transforms the Written
Description Requirement into a
Biotech-specific Hurdle to Obtaining
Patent Protection for Biotechnology
Patents, 13 Alb. L.J. Sci. & Tech.
2.dG- - ,

270 (2002) p~t~nts, p~tent3, will likely ~'- an
adverse
effect on the progress of biotechnological
innovations. Rather than awarding patent
protection to the discoverers of new and
useful genes, Lilly rewards those who
first
sequence the gene accurately. The result
will
be patent protection to those who can
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sequence
DNA the fastest, not to those who invested
their life's work locating the gene.

Eli A. Loots, The 2001 USPTO Written
Guidelines and Gene Claims,
17 Berkeley Tech. L.J. 117, 134
(20~)

Limin Zheng, Purdue Pharma L.P. v.
Faulding Inc., 17 Berkeley Tech. L.J.
95,

103 (2002)

Some conflict between patent is the
prosecution and patent litigation
inevitable. However, the current

conflict has been recognized as a widening
gulf between the norms of
scientific community and those of the
legal system.

The court's continuing use of an is
inconsistent and often overly-

stringent written description requirement
leaves inventors,
especially those in the pharmaceutical
industry, with little incentive
to disclose, and likely to discourage
inventors
from seeking patent protection.

--------_._-------------------~-_.._-

Jeffie A. Kopczynski I Note: A New Era Recent Federal Cireui t patent cases
for 112? Exploring Recent have held biotechnology inventions
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Developments
in the Written Description
Requirement
as Applied to Biotechnology
rnvent.Lons ,
16 Harv. J. Law & Tech. 229, 230
(2002)

Shraddha A. Upadhyaya, The
Postmodern
Written Description Requirement: An
Analysis of the Application of the
Heightened Written Description
Requirement to Original Claims,
4 Mi~n. Inte11. Prop. Rev. 65, 120-21
(2002)

to a higher written description

standard than inventions in other

areas, such as the mechanical

arts .... This perception of
unpredictability has caused the Federal

patents. Th~s paper argues
that the written description
requirement for patents should not be
applied
differently to inventions in different
disciplines.

The postmodern trilogy unjustifiably

departs from precedent in order
to meet the increasing intellectual
difficulties of biotechnology patents.
The sophisticated obviousness function
simply not bar biotechnology

pat.errta , but a simple written description
requirement will. This
anomaly is troublesome. The written
description requirement cannot
and should not serve any function other
than to guarantee that
subsequently filed claims are errt i t.Led to
the benefit of the
original application.
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Sheila R. Arriola, Biotechnology
Patents After Festa: Rethinking The
Heightened Enablement and Written
Description Requirements,
11 Fed. Circuit B.J.919, 951 (2002)

The problem created by the Federal
Circuit could be remedied by
overruling the prior biotechnology
enablement and written description
case law that heightened these
requirements on the basis of the
state of technology at the time of
those decisions. The USPTO could
then relax the enablement and written
description reauirements with respect to

the determination of patent
scope from judges back to the USPTOIS
biotechnology examiners, but it would
force
patentees to protect their inventions
proactively through continuations and
CIPs,
rather than reactively through the
doctrine
of equivalents. On balance, the long-term
costs of this proposed approach are far
less
than those that Festa and the heightened
enablement and written description
requirements
will have on patent protection, and
ultimately, on the biotechnology industry
as we know it.

Robert A. Hodges, Note: Black Box
Biotech Inventions: When a "Mere
Wish Or Plan" Should Be Considered
an Adequate Description of the

Invention,
~7 Ga. St. U.L. Rev. 83~, 860 (200~)

The Federal Circuitrs imposition of
a heightened standard for the written
description of DNA inventions in Eli
Lilly increases the gap between the
written
description requirement for biotech"
inventions and the realities of how
such inventions are produced.

in Ora2Y to li~it

biotechnology
patents, this fact raises concerhS14 Harv. J. Law & Tech. 267, 313

(2000)

Alison E. Cantor l Using the Written If courts are strengthening the written
Description and Enablement description and enablement
Requirements
~0 Limit Biotechnology Pat2~ts,

about creating special standards for
particular
areas of technology. If it is the courts
that
impose these standards I pioneering
scientists
in a new field will be unable todetermine,
when applying for patents, to what
standard
their patents will eventually be held when
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they are litigated.

Mark D. Janis, On Courts Herding
Cats: Contending with the nWritten
DesCription 11 Requirement (and Other
Unruly Patent Disclosure Doctrines) f

2 Wash. U. J.L. & Pol 'y 55, 107 (2000)

Balima Merani, Hyatt v. Boone,
14 Berkeley Tech. L.J. 137, 146
(1999)

Zhibin ReD, Note: Confusing

As a first step, the Federal Circuit might
simply admit that the written description
requirement is redundant of enablement.
This would at least allow for a more
forthright exploration of the question
whether redundancy in patent disclosure
requirement remains tolerable. The

perhaps,
that the written description requirement
simply
provides a fail-safe mechanism that judges
(or examiners) may use in their discretion
in hard cases.

Admittedly, the Federal Circuit has used
different expressions in describing a

sufficient written description. Judge
Newman,
however, II [did] not view these various
expressions as setting divergent
standards
for compliance with [section] 112. 11 She
emphasized that, in all cases I the purpose
of
the written description requirement was-t-o
ensure that the inventor had possession
of the claimed invention at the time of the
application filing date. Analysis of
historical
and policy rationale of section 112
supports
Judge Newman'S view of the written
description
requirement.

In Lilly, the Federal Circuit deviated
from

Rc a s ori i rrq , E.~.ght Re s u Lt; : 71-:"2 'iTri':t:·:::.::. t b e -est~bl~sh2~ tra~i~~nn21

wri t cen description s t.ende id and adcpt.ed
an ad hoc approach to cor.di.c ; a written
description analysis for DNA c LaLms . T~:Ls

Description Requirement and Re9~~ts

of the University Of California v.
Eli Lilly & Company,
1999 f'lis. L. ReT,,'. 1297, 1324 (1955') JpprOaCll allo~s cne ccur~ . ·l-:::. '.=:_ .'

Arti K. Rai, Intellectual

is handy to justify the result it wants to
reach.

In essence, the Lilly court used the
written

Property Rights in u'iotechnol o-jy .
Addr-e s s i nc New 'I'echno l cqy I

description r-equ i r emer;t; "'~ 2. t ype
elevated enablemeEt requirement.

of

ordinary
34 Wake Forest L. Rev. 827, 835 (1999) enablement challenge to the University
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of California I s claim was not raised (and,
if
raised, probably would have failed)
because
it would have been relatively easyf6r a
person
of ordinary skill in the art to use the rat
insulin cDNA that Lilly had already
sequenced

Janice M. Mueller, The Evolving

Application of the Written
Description Requirement to

Biotechnological ~nyentionsl

13 Berkeley Tech. L.J. 615, 615-16
(1998)

Michael Delmas Plimier, Genentech,
Inc. v. Novo Nordisk & University of
California v. Eli Lilly and Co./

13 Berkeley Tech. L.J. 149, 161
(U98)

Harris A. pitlick, The Mutation on
the Description Requirement Gene,
80J. Pat. & Trademark Off. Soc'y209,
209-10 (1998)

Kevin S. Rhoades, The Section 112
"D:?scription Requirement" - A

'·~J,.tt2n Pro~is~~:l C~~~:

74 J. Pat. & Trademark Socly 869,
869-70 (1992)

The Lilly decision may profoundly limit
the
scope of protection available for new gene
inventions; ... Lilly aptly illustrates
the
increased widening of the gulf between the
norms of the business and scientific
communities and the U.-8. patent system, as
users of the latter come to understand that
the patent system no longer reflects the
realities of scientific contribution.

The written description requirement only
allows very narrow patents/ so narrow
and easily dodged as to be almost
worthless.

The recent decision in Regents of the
University of California v. Eli Lilly
and Co., on top of Fiers v. Revel,
decided only a few years before 1 are such
extreme departures from conventional
description requirement jurisprudence
that the need for new thinking
about the issue is now even more
manifest. One problem may be nomenclature.
As
demonstrated later in the text, the term
"description requirement II is a mi sncmc r .

[T]here is in fact ~o justification for
c?rvi~g out a s?p?'ate "descriptio~'1

: r re.

requirement in Section 112, first
paragraph I that the specification contain
an
enabling disclosure of how to make a0d
use the invention. In brief, the language
and history of the statute
support no s u c h sepe r-c t c c-equ i reme n'; (

which
fulfills no function or purpose not
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already
served by the traditional enabling
disclosure
standard.

[**45]
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Robert Greene Sterne et al., The
Written Description Requirement,
37 Akron L. Rev. 231, 241 (2004)

Sean A. PassLno et al. 1 Written

Description Traps For Antibody
Claims,
86J. Pat. s Trademark Off. Soc'y317,
318-19 (2004)

It is clear that the written description
requirement applies to all technologies
covered by patent applications and is not
limited to the unpredictable or IIcomplex n

arts. The impact of this principle is that
the cost and difficulty of drafting
patent
applications in any art has risen
significantly in recent years to
adequately
protect all variations and permutations
of
the invention.

To avoid a § 112, first paragraph
rejection
under the holding of Noelle l an

applicant for a U.S. patent may want
to disclose a fully characterized
antigen if the applicant wants
written description support for a claim
to an antibody defined by its binding
affinity
to the antigen. Broader antibody coverage
may
be obtainedby··demonstrating t he claimed
antibody's ability to recognize isoforms
of the
antigen from one or more different
species or
by mapping the epitope recognized by th~

antibody. Furthermore, Noelle has
implications
w.i de r than § 1J.2, f Lr s t; pe r-ac r

e c t a c ns .
Th'2 dcc t r ine may be used against t he
USPTO,
infringers alleging invalidity, and
parties of
a contested case. Under 35 U.S.C. § 102,

a
p a t e n t; or printed pub l i c a zi on i,i=-=- "lot
anticipate a claim unless it "describes"
the claimed invention. If the courts take
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the
position that a patentor printed
publication
fails to describe an embodiment for the
purposes of § 112, first paragraph; then
it is
difficult to believe that the same patent
or printed publication describes the same
embodiment for the purposes of § 102 ....

requiring provision of

In the written description areal 2003
represented the first year in
which the court signaled a reversal
of the trend it established in 1997,

"written
for

reverse its
requirement

specific sequences for applicants
claiming
biological molecules. The Federal
Circuit is
not qui te ready to
description-plus II

biotech
inventions.

Robert M. Schulman, A Review of
Significant 2003 Federal Circuit
Decisions Affecting Chemical,
Pharmaceutical, and Biotech
Inventions,
16 No.3 J. Proprietary Rts. 1, 1
(2004)

Lewis R. Clayton/ Inadequate

Descriptions, 4/5/04 Nat'l L.J.
12, col. 1, 12, col. 1+ (2004)

Though the Rochester inventors made/ as
the
district court noted/ lIsignificant
discoveries in this field/"
they did not take "the last critical
stepll of isolating the necessary
compound/ or lIdeveloping a process
through
which one skilled in the art would be
directly led" to it. Absent a reversal en
banc ,
those efforts will not be compensated
under
the patent laws.

Chandra Garry, EnzQ Biochem, I~c.

v. Gen-Probe, Inc.,
7° B'=cTk212y Tech. L.J. 195, 20;'

The Federal Circuit in Enzo decided for
the
first time that the written description
l:"'''T~_~_reT':'erLt may be ss t d c r ie d b'/ 2;

'~." c' --, \
i c... jJ':;')

biological deposit. At first glance, it
appears
that Enzo lowers the written desc~iption

standard applied by the court i~ Lilly,
as
deposit seems an easy way to satisfy the
written desc~iptlc~ Any
such
lowering of the written description
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standard,
however, is by and large illusory. The
decision
in Enzo will likely be strictly limited
to
its facts. If not limited to its facts,
the
court 1 s redefined written description is
not

provide an easily workable standard for
future decisions.

Jeffery M. Duncan et al.,
Practitioners Be Wary: The Dangers
of Functional Descriptions in
Biotech Inventions,
15 No. 10 Andrews Ent. Indus. Litig.
Rep. 21 (2003)

In the last six years, several patents to
biotech inventions that were otherwise
valid have been struck down because the
description of the invention, often by
functional terms, was found wanting.
One difficulty for biotech patent
practitioners
is that there are no bright line rules
prescribing what is or is not an adequate
written description. Instead, as the U. B';
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit
has
repeatedly stated, the satisfaction of
the
written description requirement is a
fact-
specific inquiry, decided on a
case-by-case basis.

written descriptionconcerning the
requirement.

Patent Claiming a
High-Speed Egg
Federal Circuit

After Determining That a Seller of a This case [Moba] highlights the state
Egg Processing Machine May Have of flux at the Federal Circuit
Induced
Infringement of
Method Directed
Processing l the
Address
the Written Description Requirement
and the Lilly Case Again,
13 Fed. Circuit B.J. 179, 182 (2003)

w.r i t t en Description: Pr' i.end or F'ce in in a rmunc'. ~'-

Andrea G. Reister, Enable~ent & En z o C,"'"'1- Pr o be
d i f f cu j t y

exeuc Li f i c s the

Fele:al =i~=~it'~

Litigation?,
766 PLI/Pat 333, 405-6, 409 (:003)

standard for written description, and the
dispute wi.th i n the c ou r t; ovc i: t h e P'--'-~_-:::;=:=2

of the written description requirement
and how
it relates to the enablement requirement.

* * *
It remains to be seen whether the
Lilly/Enzo/Gen-probe requirements for
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written
description will survive! and supplant
the
cases that have dealt with written
description in the context of disputes
relating
to priority.

1+ (2003)

L.J. 81, col. I, 81, col.

That It Set Out in the 1997

"Lilly' Case, 6/16/03 Nat'l

Janet E. Reed et al" Written In its most recent treatments of the first
1Je~scripl:rcrir:::1t:~oose'r'::R@'qU:l-:1"emerrf''?paragraph:::-o:F3"5=:-:-U.,S::-,.,e~~·:::L:t":2:/:·L~U%":,;,~..,m==~.~====~..~_",.~.==~.~.~.•"'..

····Tne···pedeFilI····clFculc·BaS·B'ren··Edg1:ng "Court'of'AppeaT's"forthe"Federa'l"C1:rcu1:t" .
Away from the Heightened Standard has edged away from the heightened

written
description requirement for
biotechnology
patents articulated in Regents of the
Duiv. of
Calif. v. Eli Lilly & Co., 119 F. 3d 1559
(Fed.
eir. 1997). This process has revealed
dissenting opinions among the Federal
Circuit
judges, which may only be resolved by en
banc
review of the written description
requirement
as a whole. As a result, the c t.andar'dfo.r
satisfying the written description
requirement remains 'elusive, leaving
practitioners struggling to determine
the
level of written description that will be
deemed nadequate" to support
biotechnology
patent claims.

* * *
Though en banc review of the written
description requirement seems timely~

the
disparate perspectives of the Federal
Circuit
judges make the outcome difficult to
predict.
It is uncertain whether a major overhaul
of statutory interpretation is in the
works,
or whether the current i~terpre~a~i~~

will
remain substantially intact. The pate~t

bar
and the biotechnology industry will no
doubt
eagerly await resolution of the current
ambiguity, accompanied, it is to be
hoped, by
pronouncement of a clear standard for
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written
description to be applied by the PTO
during
patent prosecution and by the courts in
patent litigation.

Page 30

Mary S.Consalvi, The Enablement
and written Description
Requirements,

Anne Y. 'Brody, Ph. D. / Rochester v.
~earle, Complying with the Written
Description and Enablement

Requirements in Early-Stage

Drug Discovery,

22 Biotechnology L. L. Rep. 472, 474
(2003)

with this decision [Enzo Biochem] and the
decision in Amgen Inc. v. Hoeschst

description is
still in a state of uncertainty and
ambiguity.

* * *
The law of enablement and written
descript'ion
under 35 U.S.C. § ~~2, first paragraph
is
constantly evolving and emerging. At the
present time, there is still a lot of
uncertainty in the area.

This case touches on many unchez-t.ed' ar'ea s
of biotechnology patent law. With the
emerging fields of genomics and
proteomics,
the law has to keep up with
biotechnological
advances. In the University of
Rochester's
pending appeal to the CAFC, the real
issue for the written.description
requirement
may depend on where in the time line of
research and development a discovery
turns into
an invention. Is such a method of
treatment
claim valid only when a selected group of
compounds is identified? Or are the
solutions
(e.g. 1 the drug compounds and their
screening methods) obvious once the
source of
the problem is determined? The
de c e rmi n a t .ive
factor in the enablement r-e qu i r ement; ma y

be
contingent on the definition of lIun.d'..le
experimentation" in the field of drug
development. The amount of guidance and
what
is undue experimentation change as
technologies progress to standardize
many
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laboratory techniques. For example, in
recent
years, high-throughput screening
technologies
have reduced time and effort scientists
expend to conduct numerous parallel
experiments
simultaneously. Selecting a starting
material

procedures
among the researchers in biotechnology.

Todd M. Oberdick, Section l12,
Paragraph 6 - Means Claim and
Limitation to Specific Algorithm 
Is This a Stricter Standard Than

Gentry Gallery and Related

Mechanical Cases?,

In light of Gentry Gallery and Johnson
Worldwide I a patent practitioner may be
tempted to omit a precise description
of a preferred embodiment of the
invention
for fear of making "crystal clear" that
a
narrow claim interpretation was
intended.

22 Pace L. Rev. 385, 390 (2002)

The Federal circuit's trilogy of landmark
biotech decisions in the past decade have
made
an obvious mark with respect to the
future of obtaining patent protection

engineered products and
required for satisfying

genetically
specificity

for
the
the
written description requirement.
Having incorporated the reasoning
from these decisions into the
methodology of its guidelines I only time
will
tell whether the USPTO's efforts will
impede
the patent application process for the
biotechnology industry.

31 McGeorge L. Rev. 1043, 1086 (2000)

Lisa A. Karczewski, Comment:
Biotechnological Gene Patent

Applications The Implications of the
USPTO Written Description
Requirement
Guidelines on the Biotechnology
Industry,

Scott A. Chambers, nWritten While some practitioners and the P~t2~t

and
Desc~iption" and Patent Examin~ticn 7rild2~ark Office (PTO) C3~~~~ ,.:,'"

Unde r' the US Patent and 're-ader. ~-:- L", C',S ~c~ t~:=- ~~~, -t oi -.~;'P2i:~_L.c,

Office Guidelines, IP Litigator 9, 9 0:::'- the F'e de r a L C'ir cu i cvanci mu s t. re s pc.r.d
(Sept .fOct. 2000) n a rnarmc r chat continues to protect the

ntellectual property interests of their
clients. Moreover, the Federal Circui t ' s
clarification of the written description
requirement suggests that some broadly
drawn
patents may be vulnerable to attack for
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lack of written description.
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cindy I. Liu , Gentry Gallery, Inc.

v. Berkline Corp.,
14 Berkeley Tech. L.J. 123, 123
(1999)

Fall
of Mechanical Genus Claim Scope Under
nWritten Description" in the Sofa
Case,
aDJ. Pat. & Trademark Off. Soc'y469,
479-80 (1998)

[**46]

In Gentry GallerYl Inc. v. Berkline
Corp. /
the Federal Cireuitnarrowed thescope--of
patents through the written description
requirement of section 112 by announcing
an
omitted element test.

Gallery will become a more
influential precedent than Utter v.

Hiraga in permitting attack upon a
genus claim in the predictable arts by
limiting patent protection to the species
disclosed. . It may also be
advisable to include a claim of extreme
breadth as the first filed original claim
even at the risk of presenting a claim
that
is highly likely to be rej ected, ih order
to negate any inference that "written
description II will bar any broader
claim later.
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Our health care system is a frustrating mix of routine for those with incomes over $200,000 doesn't change
miracles aod scandalous failures. The miracles abound; that.
Bill Clinton's recent open-heart surgerywas cutting-edge Bush's piau. costs less-aod does less. The White

=========="'aC>.fe",..",···,dJ,ecade"",g""Failure8'al_boumbIIF2003"4,&,mil=ccHousc,say&itB"plao.woul<binsure="tnorlkthao.l1.mUUonuc=.~I=·===="
·.•...••.-lionAmericansJacked.health ... insurance •... aod ... medical......•aod.asmaoy.as.l7.!;.millioo~Americans,j\I:lt.9.s:s ..te'\!J:L ...

spending spiraled furiously upward. Sioce 2000 private figures 6.7 million aod estimates the cost at $129 billion
insurance premiums have increased 59 percent, reports from 2006 to 2015. The president proposes tax breaks for
the Kaiser Family Foundation. Both George Bush and health savings accounts (HSAs). Tax-deductible contri
John Kerry say they'll "fix" the health care system. but butions to these accounts can be used for ordinary health
their campaign proposals suggest that neither is serioua. expenses. People with HSAs are also required to have

"To be serious would require admitting that the basic catastrophic insurance coverage for medical emergen
problem doesnotlie withinsurance companies,trial law- des. The ideais to promote cost-consciousness for ron
yers, hospitals or aoy of the usual suspects. It lies with tine spending, while making insuraoce-covering only
public opinion. We Americaos want the impossible. We bigbills-moreaffordable.Despiterhetoricalboasts,nei

. want our health care system to provide everyone with ther plan would control health spending.
good care covered by comprehensive insurance. prevent Kerry claiins to make health iosuraoce more afford
insuraoce companies or. government bureaucrats from able. Technically,this is true. But he merely shifts health
.dictating ourchoiceof doctors, hospitals or treatments, costsfrom private companies arid workers to the federal
aod holddown costs. Well.we cao have aoy two of these' budget aod taxpayers. Because health care spending is
goals-but not all three. If everyone has coverage aod hard to control. this would make future budgets less mao
choice, costs will skyrocket, No one is empowered to con- ageable. In 2003 health costs accounted for 23 percent of
trol them. But controlling costs involves limits on insur- federal spending, up from 7 percent in 1970. With cur
arice or choice. reut policy, that reaches 29 percent in 2014, projects the

Consider managed care as a case study. It expaoded in Congressional Budget Office. Under Kerry, it would go
the 1990s aod,by limitiog choice, restrained costs. From higher.' .
1994 to 1998. per capita health care spending rose only 3 Bush says his plan "will help reduce the rising cost of'
percent annually. "There were a lot of controls. Youneed- health care.tJust how is unclear. Even ifHSAs unexpect
ed permission for admission to hospitals or to get an edly exploded. the resulting cost-consciousness would at
MRI,» says Paul Ginsburg of the Center for Studyiog fect only a small part of spending, AboutlO percent of pa
Health System Change. Doctors and patients revolted tients-the very sickest-account for 70 percent of
against restrictions that seemed wrong. Maoaged care spending, says health economist Len Nichols. HSAs don't
relaxed. Per capita spending surged; increases were 10 touch these costs. Limiting malpractice-suits (a Bush
percent-in 2001. 9.5 percent 10 2002 aod 7.4 percent 10 goal) wouldn't help much; savings might total two-tenths
2003. 'of one percent of spending. estimates the Lewin Group..
. 'Not waoting to offend voters, both Bush aod Kerry ig- What unites Bush aod Kerry is anunwilliogness to
nore conflicting goals. challenge public opinion. People blame high health costs
, ;Kerry's approach is to throw money. H you spend on "waste't.or excessive profits. These convenient expla-
enough" you cao insure maoy uninsured. He would ex- nations are exaggerated. In 2003 the profits of health
pandMedicaid and the State Children's Health Insuraoce maintenaoce organizations totaled $10.2 billion, reports
Program. Children of families with incomes less than Weiss Ratings Inc. They represent a small percentage of
three times the poverty line, or about $56,000 for a family the $1.6 trillion spent for health care. The real causes of
of four, would become eligible, Kerry would provide tax higher spending are stubborn: We're ao aging society;
credits for small businesses that offered.iosuraoce. The science creates new drugs, diagnostics aod treatments;
federal government would also subsidize the insurance of people waot the latest aod best-at someone else's ex
big employers; his 'plan would pay 75 percent of cata- pense.
strophic health spending for individuals over some limit, Our medical advaoces save lives and improve the qual-
beginning at $30,000 aod rising annually. ity of life. But some spending-perhaps a lot-is un-

'If enacted, Kerry's plan would extend insurance to 27 needed. The practical problem, says Drew Aitmao of the
million people, according to separate estimates by Ken- Kaiser Family Foundation, is to find ways of imposiog
neth Thorpe of Emory University and a team headed by limits on individual patients. This is hard at best, but it
Joseph Antos of the Americao Enterprise Institute. The requires apolitical will that's missing. Bush and Kerry
cost is unclear. Thorpe puts it at $653 billion from 2005 won't tell voters what they don't waot to hear. even if un
to 2014; the Antos .group estimates $1.5 trillion from . checked'health spending puts pressure on wages, other
2006 to 2015. Either way,Kerry's plao is expensive. The government programs or taxes. Regardless of who wins,
fact that he would finance it by repealing Bush's tax cuts the prognosis is formore of the same.
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Yes, America Has a 'New Economy': Te~ ,:Ino!ogy
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Meanwhile, Rand Corp's Critical Tech- 'i,al, Japan. But there is a lot more to tJis I feringfrom the usual inefficiencies oftax-

Greenspan gave unexpected support to nologies Institute, surveying corporate ex- ~eat burst of creativity than just t~e, supported institutions, nonetheless direct
"New Economy" theorists in a speech at ecutives, forecasts that over the next 20 mount of money spent. Far more impqr-! grants to thousands of individuals who are
the Gerald R. Ford Foundation in Grand years "molecular medicine" will lead to. ant is the environment that Americaps,l pursuingpromising linesof research.. :".od
Rapids 13 days ago. Information technol- powerful medications and therapies that have created-or perhaps preserved isla I the ease with which individuals can start
ogy, he said, "has begun to alter, Iunda- treatdiseases at thegenetic level. Therapy better description-that fosters and re-I businesses in the U.S., in sharp contrastto
mentally, the mannerinwhich we dobust- will be applied at earlier stages ofdisease wardscreative effort. "I Europe and Asia, means that good ideas
ness and create economic value." By en- and will be adapted to individual patients. TheBayh-Dole Act of1980 allows recipi-,j spawn new firms, which often grow large
ablingbusinesses toremove "largeswaths .Thesemore precise treatmentswill further ents ofgovernment grants to retain title10 i and provide shelter and stimulation ror '
ofunnecessary inventory," real-time inter- . advance lifeexpectancies. their inventions. Saysa study on basicse-, I new generations bent on making their

"The samedeeperunderstanding of ge~ search by theCommittee for Economic qe-: l marksin research anddevelopment.
Glob I V· W netics that ispoised torevolutionize health velopment: "This Iaw has stimulated i1'-j Butthere is more to it than that. The,

a 1e care and Its attendant industries also of- tensegrowth in urnversity patentmgand;a,! U.S. would never have arrived atth't.,
fersthe potential formorepreciselybreed- SUbsequent technology transferfrom ba~lc, I stage without the changes 'in the ptlblii>

By George Melloan ing plants and animals," says the Rand research institutions to industry. As a re- policy environment that have transpired
survey. "Depending on.consumer accep- suIt, industry is increasingly involved jn-! over the last 20 years. Ronald Reagan set
tance, by the early part of the next cen- collaboration with, and sponsorship <if..! in motion a deregulatory and tax reform

mation is accelerating productivity growth tury, much of theworld's produce may be university-based researchers." For.exam-.I proces~ that has.survived to this day. Ef-
andraisingliving standards.This hascon- genetically engineered in some way." • , forts.by the Clintons to nationalize the
tributed to the "greatest prosperity the Materials technology is a wide-open . . i I health industry, which surely would have
world has everwitnessed." field, with possibilities for flexible glass Genetics research Mil, ! stultified medical research, failed. So did

That is bullish talk for a man better or ceramics and, most fascinating, the I . . h I h ! the effort of Vice President Al Gore to
known forchiding Wall Streetfor its "in-a- marriage of biology and engineering to revo utzoruze ea t care. !.. whip up "environmental" hysteria and
tional exuberance," long before the Dow produce combinations of organic and in- ! •• thus expandthe regulatoryburden,which
soared above 11,000. There can be little organicmaterials that are, in effect, self- ple, the CED report notes that there a*e'l is a particular curse for small start-up
doubt, however, that there is a new, tech- assembling. Tiny sensors will someday 1,000 companies in Massachusetts withreo, i firms, at a faster rate.
nology-based economy roaringtoward the eliminate theneedforhighway toll booths lationships with the Massachusetts Insti-: j Another Randstudycomparing the V,:>.
year 2000 and that Americans are its pri- and regulate automobile engines, in both tute ofTechnology. Theirworldwide sales,I with the European Union, Japan, China
mary driving force. So it is fascinating to cases saving enormous amounts of fuel. are $53 billion. "Similar developments. and South Korea shows that the U.S. leads
contemplate what new technological mar- Imaging technology is progressing to- have taken place in California's Silicon! i in providing a climate ofopenness to for-
velswe're likeiy to see in the21st century. ward identifying tinier objects, advanc- Valley and theResearch Triangle ofNorth .. ! eign trade and investment. This helps
Just as engaging is reftection on why it is ing molecular medicine and geneticengi- Carolina." ! .! make.the U.S. economy highly cornpeti-
that the U.S. has become the fountainhead neering. Butmany places elsewhere in the worl,d I tive. Competition stimulates innovation.
of creativity inscienceand engineering. A In transportation, look, for the "hybrid arelacking one.or more ofthemagic ingre- That is reflected in Rand statistics show-
lotofothernationswouldliketofinclthese- car" early in th,e,21st century, using fuel dients that have made the'U.S. the great ing that American industry sharply ex-
cret and bottle it. cells, an advalc\~ed;!,,electrical battery. dynamo ofthe technological revolution. No pandedits employment ofPh.D. scientists

But first a look at some of the hot tech- "Overthe longer tertii';' fuel cells,combined country. for example,can match Arner- and eng-ineers between theyears 197~1 and
nologies. some gleaned from a bibliography withsuper-strong, Ultra-light polymers or ica'svastnetwork ofcolleges anduniversi- , 1991, increasing its share, relative toother
prepared bythe Organization for Economic ceramics, ,could provide true energy sav- ties, teaching hospitals and prlvate-re- i employers. to36'10 from 2'1%.
Cooperation and Development in Paris. ings for the transportation sector," the search institutions, not tomention the labs' There are lessons inallthis.All thisnew
DECD researchers expect further dramatic Rand studysays.:. . . of its multinational corporations. Thes~ sciencedidn't justhappen. It had to be i(l-
advances in information technology, with~ Thereason the U.S. is leading the tech- center, ofresearch attract aspiringsclen- cubated. 11 the U.S. can preserve the envi-.
desktop computers heading onward andup- ('nologlcal revolution is partly its great tists and engineers from alloverthe wOI'I[1 .. ronment that hatches inventions, it c:dn
ward in memory and speed. Gene-replace- wealth, Its corporations. universities and and many find the intellectual climate sp i! look forward with optimism tothe21st cen-
ment therapy could bewidespread by2025. national laboratories are the world's lead- much totheir liking that theysettleperma- .i tury. Present evidence suggests that the
as theHuman Genome Project unlocks fur- ing spenders on research and develop- nentlyin the U.S. : . 21st may even outstrip the 20th as a
ther mysteries ofthehuman body, ment, with outlays double the nearest ri- U.S. national laboratories, though sui- : tury ofscience... , . I



So the experiences ofthePka1"aceuti
cals industry tiffectyour risk ifn#lyses?
"To some extent. We seld01 follow
products all the way to mark~t, so we
have to know that the patent p;~otection

is strong enough to surviv~ t~e beady
eyes of the pharmaceutical indrtry."

Do you believe that strategz· c••Ii evetop-ment potential has become mar, impor-
tant? 'i
"Yes. Life science is a young m "ket, but
we've already learned what ~0~1ok for,
In the late 90s we would go .inita very
early stage. Now we look more: losely at
strategic aspects, what the f}1.1 re holds
in store, what else can be pr()t~hted and
what kind of related potentialiithere is.
This kind of risk analysis ca* not be
more important that what idh4 already
become." •

"Development
costs are so high you
can't afford to have

everything blow up in
your face at the end

of an investment, when
you're selling the
company or the

product."

What doyou look at?
"We try to identify the need for get
ting licences for patents in areaswhere a

Is this when the focus shifts to patent
issues?'

Developing new Phar~aceuticjiWs;e·11t;~i;::n~ ~0;:J prOdu",~it,h J..'i~US ;:;a;:/en~. . j

Risk filna1ysis <more thanjustpateri,'s
The venture capitalist. A person with cash, contacts - and the power to shape th~:~uture
of a comparY. But what does he lookfor when evaluating an investment opportynify?

V
enture ,capital company "Ye; - that's when patents become the Jcompany's work overlaps th4tf,!fothers:

• Investor,... Growth Capital single most. i.mportant .factor. Experi- Seeing this early on - befo~.i:t... eseller
AB (IGC) invests in small ence has taught us that, without sound realises why - dramatically' reduces
privatecpmpanies in the life patent protectionv there is rarely any- licensing costs. " 'l

science andinformat.ion technology sec- thing ofvalue.The cost ofdevelopment, "We also focus on the'.. PK.,oteCtion
tors. By controlling'between 10 and 49 in time and money, is so great you can't afforded to the main patJntM further
percent of the share capital in a com- afford to have everything blow up in developments and the scoPFtr addi
parry IGC can exert an influence - at your face at the end of an investment, tiona! patents. The pharF~ceutica1s

board level, for example - without tying when you're selling the company or the industry has learned that, for e[ery year
up more capital than necessary. product. That's why we employ consult- you can prolong your sole rjgh~'s in the

"So far we've inv.eSted in around 25 ants to help us evaluate the companies' market, the effect is enorm,o~. in dis-
life science companies," says Staffan patent strategies." suading generics from target] your
Josephson. "Our ambition is to assume market share." . ,
an active role for five to seven years, and
that means contributing more than just
money. We have a fantastic network of
contacts. That's an: added strength we
can bring to the board.'

Professor of Organic Chemistry and
former research chief at Pharmacia in
Stockholm, Staffan Josephson is now
responsible for evaluating investment
potential and product ideas within life
science for IGC.

"I'm the first hurdle,"he says."IfI see
potential in a company, we carry out a
quick, superficial due diligence. If the
prospect still seems]appealing, we then

1
take a closer look, i?....entifying co-finan
ciers and engaging lin a dialogue with

. the company over ,a period of several
weeks."



U~dercover action against pirates,
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THE ',LYMPIC GAMES 
A MA , KimNG HISTORY

, sse' I\.!..._.,"_~C pays
for the stadium, Adverts in the pro
gramriha:eJ
1912 .' ekholm. Around adozen
camp:nles buy photorights: one sets
up sGlles)for people to weiqh them
selves!pnt
1924 r,a~is. The oneandonlytime that
adver~:Si~ is permitted inthe arena.
1928 ' msterdam, Coca-Cola starts a
traditi' n pf sponsorship that continues
to thiJlday.
1936 Betlin. The first Olympic tele

i !:

M
!. ore people are copying
•"• products that are legally

j',"., protected by copyright,
i: .•• such as games and films,

etc., via the.internet,
Just ~6'T widespread this copyright

piracyis}lnq one cansayfor sure. But the

fa?t that~.",~" ~".'",90, percent ofwhat istransmitted a' broadband 18 copyrighted
materialprovides some indication of the
extent 0 •the problem.

So vlpar is the industry doing to
thwart ~he: pirates? Few know more
about t~~t ;,than Henrik Ponten, a rep
resentatire;of the Swedish anti-piracy

OrganiSa~~'!,ion,.' SvenskaAntipiratbyriin.
"The. methods we use would be

complet :IYi ineffective if they became
known. qeperally you could say that we
run vari~us'projects to disrupt file-shar
ing pro~tams. The weakness with these

prograg1,. is.; that nobody takes responsi
bility fo 'itheir quality.That makes them
e..'lCtreme

t
"Vulnerable to attack."

Wha :, this means in concrete terms is
somethi 'g Henrik is reluctant to expand

?n. WhJr,d.eterspe?ple from download
lUg files!; however, 18 when they end up
do\Vnlo~Wrtg the wrong things.

vision broadcasts are seen byaround
162,000 viewers.
1948 London. The BBC pays for the
television rights, but the cheque is
never cashed because of the BBCs
financial difficulties.
1964 Tokyo. The Olympia cigarette
company pays $1 million for rights, but
is laterbanned.
1972 Munich. The firstmascot, Waldi,
islicensed for sale to the public.
1984 LosAngeles. Sponsorship enters
a new era. 2.5 billion viewers watch the
Olympic Games on television.
2000 Sydney. $3 billion in marketing
revenue.

"There are lots of ways to do this.
One common method is 'spoofing'. This
involves flooding the net with empty
files named after a popular film, a piece
of music or a game. If someone down
loads a file ten times and gets the wrong
content every time, perhapstheir enthu
siasm for pirated copies will wane..."

Another method is to track down
the people trading films and computer
games, obtain documentary proof of
their illegal activities, and then contact
them.

"In Sweden we send them a warning
letter and inform them of the law. In
Denmark people who have downloaded
files are sent an invoice, while in the
USA legal measures are taken."

However, the real showdown has only
just begun.

''A few years from now, we will be
laughing at this discussion. Either
we will have won the war against the
pirates, or we will have lost - in which
case there won't be any .industry left
to defend. But I'm convinced that the
film and computer game industries will
invest the resourcesneeded to tackle this
problem," Henrik concludes.•

•••




